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German rrathematician, Karl ",'r iedrick Gauss, recognized 
some t wo hundred years ago that the mean sea surface of the 
oceans formed a level surface caused by earth's gravity. 
level or equipotential surface is a surface over whi c h the 
potential of gravity is constant and the direction of gravity 
is norma l . (Vanicek 1993) Later this surface came to be known 
as the g eoid. The tenn, geoid , means "something like the 
earth" (OMS 1977) in the same fashion as spheroid means 
"something like a sphere" (ibid.). 
Gravity is composed of the gravitation a c celeration due to 
by the mass of the earth and the centrifugal accelerat ion 
which is a result of the earth's rotation. The gravity field 
of the earth exer ts a force on all objects on its surface . 
Local variations in the density of the earth will 
localized variations in the gravity field . When these 
perturbations in the gravity field exist in the ocean, they 
distort the surface of the oceans. 
In oceanography, the need for an accura:.:.e geoid occurs in 
the study of sea surface topography, tidal heights, absolute 
geostrophic currents and t ime-mean ocean circulation. These 
processes are the result of forces such as horizontal pressure 
gradients, wind, atmospheric pressure, l unar and solar 
gravitational attraction, acting on the water. The forces 
result in deviations of the mean sea leve l surface from that 
of the geoid. (Ashkenazi et al. 1990; Fu et al. 1988) To 
study tidal records, " ... on any geographic scale other than 
l ocal, the various tide gauge bench marks have to be related 
to a cornmon geodetic datum" (Ashkenazi et al. 1990 ) . Simply 
stated, the heights of the tide gauges must be known relative 
to the geoid. The determination of absolute geostrophic 
currents and the time-mean ocean circulation, require a geoid 
accurate to a few centimeters over 100 Ian (Fu et al. 1988). 
TO separate the oceanographic affects distorting the 
surface of the water from the geoid, the geoid must be 
determined to a comparable cr better accuracy and resolution 
than the oceanographic affects. The Ohio State university, 
OSU91A global geoid model (Rapp et al. 1991) is representative 
of a best fit model for the geoid over the entire earth with 
a standard errcr of 57 em and a resolution of 50 Ian (Rapp 
1992). This geoid is used for synoptic and mesoscale studies 
but because it is a global best f it , local features are not 
represented in the model's surface. Figures 1 and 2 shcw the 
surface and contours of the OSU91A geoid model in the vicinity 
of Monterey. The OSU mcdel is very smooth due to its long 
wavelength, global nature. The continental slcpe, a large 
topographic feature, can be c learly seen in Figure 1. The 




Figure 2. OSU91A Geoid : Con tour lines of the geoid f rom the 
OSU9lA geopotentia l model in meters . 
regional geoid for North America, Th e National Geodetic Survey 
(NGS) , GEO!D93, (Mil bert 1993) has a 10 em accuracy one 
sigma, over 100 kIn and has shown 1 cm accuracy over base l ines 
of 10 kIn. Local variation s in t his accuracy level may exist 
up to one to two parts per :nil lion. These variations are 
primarily caused by long wavelength errors in the underlying 
geopotential model. GEO!D93 contains short wavelength 
features which are not in OSU91A . Figures 3 and 4 are the 
GEOID93 surface and contours which match the areas in Figures 
1 and 2. GEOID93 displays much more short wavelength 
information about the geoid. The effects of the local 
mountains can be seen as well as the Monterey Submarine Canyon 
in the continental slope see Figure 3. 
TBESIS OBJECTIVE AND DESCRI PTION OF METBODS 
The objective of this thesis is to develop a high 
resolution , high accuracy , local geoid for the Monterey Bay . 
This geoid can be thought of as a l ocal correction to an 
existing global geoid model, suoh as OSU91A or 'rlGS84 , and a 
test of how well GEOID93 models the l ocal geoid . The accuracy 
of the local geoid should approach 3 em with a resolution of 
about 5 kIn. These accuracy and resolution requirements are 
chosen be c ause they represent the current accuracy limits in 
the deterrr.ination of sea surface topography and the resolution 
should be able to resolve any geodetic effec t s of the Monterey 
Submarine Canyon wi thin the Bay. 
100\11 009 
Figure 3 . GEOID9}· Surface of the geoid f rom the NGS 
GEOID93 regional geoid model . 
.32 m 
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Figure 4 GEOID93· Contour lines of the geo~d tram t he NGS 
GEO ID93 n~gional geoid model in meters. 
The primary data used to calculate the local geoid is 
gravity measurements on the surface of the earth . The geoi d 
i s related to gravity by the Stokes formula which was derived 
by Sir George G. Stokes in ~849 (Stokes ~849). Stokes' 
formula uses gravity measurements as a boundary condit i on for 
the calculation of the geoid. Th i s method of g eoid 
calculation is called the gravimetric method . Other methods, 
such as the astrogeodetic and the astra -gravimetric, use 
observations of the relat i ve direction of gravi ty, deflections 
of the vertical, or a combination of gravimetry and 
deflections of the vertical to calculate the geoid (Bamford 
~980 ) . The ava i lability of local gravi ty data made the 
gravimetric method the preferred choice for calculation of the 
Monterey geoid. 
C. DESCRIPTION OF THE MONTEREY BAY 
The Monterey Bay is located on the central coast of 
California . It is oriented north - south with its western 
boundary open to the Pacific Ocean, see Figure s. The city of 
Santa Cruz is on the northern shore and the Monterey Peninsula 
forms the southern shore. Across the mouth of the Bay, Santa 
Cruz to the Monterey Peninsula, the Bay measures approxi mately 
40 km. East from an imaginary line between Monterey and Santa 
Cruz, t.he Bay extends approximately 20 km inland. The village 
of Moss Landing is centered at. the north - south midpoint of the 




Figure 5 . Monterey Bay ; Chart of Monterey Bay and Vl clnity 
showing bathymetry c ontours in me ters. 
The bathymetry of the Bay is one of its most remarkable 
features, see Figure 5. The Monterey Submarine Canyon extends 
seaward to the Pacific Ocean from its head which lies near 
MOSS Landing. From there, the Canyon runs east-west through 
the Bay, deepening and widening. At the open ocean, the 
canyon is over 1 0 kIn wide and 1500 ;WOO m deep. Past this 
point, the Canyon meanders south and continues to deepen and 
widen until '--t opens onto the ocean floor. The Canyon, which 
is nearly equal i n topographic relief to the Grand Canyon, 
effectively separates the Bay into two shallow sections, north 
and south, whose depths are generally less the 150 m. 
The geoid's shape is the result of density variations in 
the earth's crust. I n a very basic sense, topography 
represents local density variations. This means that the 
geoid will mimic topography and bathymetry. The proximity of 
the continenta l slope, Figure 5, and its shape along with the 
mountains in the local area make the geoid in the Monterey 
area particularly interesting. The continental slope results 
in a long wavelength tilt i n the geoid at Monterey which is 
visible in Figure L The continental slope makes a near 90° 
turn at Monterey and the geoid makes a similar turn. There 
are several mountain ranges in the vicinity of Monterey Bay 
which are of significance in the local geoid. Figure 6 shows 
the local terrain as a three-dimensional p l ot for the 1° block 
surrounding Monterey Bay. The Santa Cruz Mountains are to the 
north and the Santa Lucia Range is to the south. In the 
10 
Figure 6. Local Topography: Digital topography at 15" x 15" 
resolution for Monterey locale. 
northeast corner of Figure 6 is a portion of the Diabl o Range . 
These ranges cause short wave l ength undulations which can be 
seen in the GEOID93 surface, Figure 3 , but not in the OSU91A 
s ur face, Figure 1 . 
D. THE GEOID AND OCEANOGRAPHY 
On large scales the oceans are in nearly hydrostatic and 
geostrophic balance ( Pond and Pickard 1983) . Hydrostatic 
balance occurs when the pressure g r adient is ba l anced by 
gravity. Geostrophic balance occurs when horizontal pressure 
gradients are ba l anced by Corio l is effects . If the relativ e 
orientation of these body forces can be determined throughout 
the oceans, the time-mean circulation of the oceans can, 
theoretically, be determined . (Wunsch and Gaposhkin 1988) 
Oceanographers use equipotential and isobaric sur faces to 
describe the orientation of gravity and pressure gradients . 
The definition of an isobaric sur face is very s imila r to the 
definition of an equipot ential surface except an isobaric 
surface has constant pressure over its entire surface . At 
deep depths, 1000-4000 m, oceanographers equate equipotential 
and isobaric surfaces . This approximation is done by choosing 
a level of no or little motion. Dynamic sea surface heights 
can then be determined relative to this level by steric 
leveling. Steric leveling is the process of de t ermining 
dynamic heights from the horizonta l density distribution of 
the ocean above an isobari c reference surface. Dynamic 
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heights are used to desc~ibe horizontal pressure gradients and 
determine geostrophic currents. ~Pond and Pickard 1983) :'hese 
geostI"ophiC currents are relative to the currents of the 
chosen isobaric reference surface . To determine an absolute 
geostraphic current, the dynat:lic height must be deterrnined 
relative to the geoid . 
The primary means of moni taring sea level is through the 
tidal recards recorded at tide gauges on the ocean coasts. 
Tide gauges are surveyed and referenced to a datum which allow 
their records to be compared with any other tide gauge. The 
tide gauge daturr. on the west coast of the United States is the 
mean sea level at t he tide gauge in Neah Bay, Washington 
(Fischer 1977). The orthometric elevations of all the tide 
gauges on the west coast are connected to this datum by 
periodic geodetic leveling . The level of accuracy of this 
connection is a function of how well the geoid has been 
deterrr.ined l::letween the tide gauges. 
THESIS SUMMARY 
This first chapte r introduced the surface known as the 
geoid and its relationship to oceanography. Some of the 
current geoid model s ' .... e re discussed as well as the general 
features of the geoid in the Monterey area. 
Chapter II goes over some of the terrr.s, concepts and 
definitions which are used in physical geodesy. A brief 
13 
history of the study of the earth's shape and gravity is also 
discussed in Chapter II. 
Chap te r III covers the mathematical background of geodesy. 
Particular attention is given to the Stokes' formula, its 
appl icat ions and limitations. 
Chapter IV covers the actual methods used in this study of 
the local geoid. Data processing, accuracy and calculation 
accuracy are discussed. This chapter ends with an estimation 
of the accuracy of the local geoid based on data and 
calculation accuracies . 
Chapter V analyzes the geoid calculation results. The 
calculated geoid is compared to GEOID93 and a GPS sea surface 
height experiment. Chapter V closes with some recommendations 




Geodesy is the branch of science concerned with the 
determination of the size and shape of the earth . One of t he 
fundarr.ental problems of phy~ical geodesy is the determination 
of the mathematical surface of the earth or geoid. The 
earliest i<:nown references to the shape of the earth date baci:: 
to the history of Mesopota..'ilia, 30th century B.C., when the 
shape of the earth '''''as thought to be a flat disk. The first 
scientific hypothesis that the earth was spherical is credited 
to Thales of Mi l e t in 600 B. C. or Pythagoras in 550 B. C. 
(Dragomir et al. 1982) 
It was from these early studies of the earth's shape and 
size that the study of the earth' s gravity began. Galileo 
Galilei made t he first scientific observations of gravity and 
developed his law of free falling masses in 1590. In 1687. 
Sir Isaac New~on published the law of universal gravitation in 
his "Philosopiar naturalis princ ipia mathematica". (ibid .) 
Sir George G. Stokes published his work "On the Variations 
of Gravity and the Surface of t he Eaz:-th" in 1.849, i n which , he 
showed that the geoid could be determined by measuring gravity 
densely everywhere on the geoid's surface. (ibid .) Th e 
formula wh i ch Stokes derived allows the dete=ination of the 
15 
separation between the geoid and a reference ellipsoid by 
measuring relative gravity di fferences or gravity anomalies. 
Stokes' fom.ula is the basic foundation of gravimetric geodesy 
(Moritz 1974). 
TERMS. CONCEPTS AND CONVENTIONS 
1. Mean Earth Ellipsoids 
earth ellipsoids. also called reference 
ellipsoidS. level ellipsoids or normal ellipsoids , are best 
fit ellipsoidal models for the geoid. An ellipsoid is a 
mathematically simple model of the geopotential whereas the 
geoid is the true geopotential. The geoid is represented by 
heights relative to a reference ellipsoid. There are several 
normal ellipsoids but only one geoid. Figure 7 gives a 
comparison of a reference ellipsoid to a sphere. Mean earth 
ellipsoids deviate from a sphere by approximately 21 kIn and 
the geoid deviates only t 100 m from an ellipsoid. 
Reference ellipsoids and their gravity field are 
defined by four values taken from the actual earth. The mean 
equatoria l radius, a, is the e ll i psoid 's semimajor axis. The 
flattening of the polar axis, f, is the deviation of the 
ellipsoid from a sphere. The flattening is given by: 
(2-1) 
16 
FigUre 7 Normal Ellips01d ; Relationship between a sphere 
and ellipsoid showing the semimajor axis, a, semiminor axis , 
b, and the flattening, f . Dash line is sphere, solid line is 
ellipsoid 
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where b is the semiminor axis of the ellipsoid. The other 
parameters are the mass of the earth times the universal 
gravitational constant or the geocentric gravitational 
constant, GM, and the angular velocity of the earth, w. 
(Heiskanen and Moritz 1967) The ellipsoid is also assumed to 
have a uniform density distribution (Fischer 1977) . 
The ellipsoid models are further constrained in that 
the center of the ellipsoid and the actual earth 
collocated and the geopotential on the surface of the 
ellipsoid is equal to the geopotential on surface of the 
geoid . These constraints minimize the separations between the 
geoid and ellipsoid and allow simplifying assumptions, 
(linearity, zeroth and first order terms equal to zero), to be 
made in the derivation of formulas to calculate the geoid . 
Values for the ellipsoid model parameters; a, GM, f 
and w , are determined by the International Union for Geodesy 
and Geophysics, I . U. G . G., and then accepted as being exact 
values (Torge 1991) . These reference systems consist of the 
normal ellipsoid and its gravity field . Table I is a list of 
some of the primary geodetic reference systems and their 
parameters . 
,. 
TABLE I GEODETIC REFERENCE SYSTEMS 
a 
[mJ/ s 2] [m] [rad/s1 
xl 0 9 x10- 5 
Ell 1930 ; 398633 6378388 1/297.0 7.291551 
GRS 1967 ; 398603 6378160 1/298.247 7.292115lil67 
WGS 19 72 ; 398600.8 6378135 1/298 .26 7.2921215 
GRS 1980 ; 398600.5 6378137 1/298 . 2572 7 . 292115 
tl'lGS 1981 ; 398600.5 6378137 1/298 . 257223563 7.292115 
2 . Gravity 
Gravity is actually an acceleration or body force. 
Weight is the force that results when a mass is acted upon by 
gravity . Gravity is given by : 
(2 - 2) 
where 'Y is gravity, w is the weight or force and m is the 
Gravity, as perceived on the surface of the earth, is 
composed of the gravitational and centrifugal accelerations of 
ea::::th's mass and rot:ation: 
(2-3 ) 
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where fg is the gravitational acceleration and fc is the 
centrifugal acceleration_ Centrifugal acceleration only 
affects a body which is rotating with earth. Gravitational 
acceleration is part of gravity but it is present whether a 
body is rotating or not. Masses which do not rotate with the 
earth , such as; satellites in orbit, feel the earth's 
gravitational acceleration but the centrifugal 
acceleration. 
The traditional unit of gravity is the gal, from 
Galileo, 1 gal = 1 crn/s 2 . The gal is equal to 0.01 rn/s2 so 
that it is not strictly an SI unit. Another common unit for 
gravity is the milligal (mgal) 1 mgal =0 O. 001 gal. The mean 
gravity of the earth is 98l gal or 981,000 mgal. Gravity 
varies primarily with latitude and has mean values of 978 gal 
at the equator and 983 gal at the poles. (Bomford 1980) 
Within the Monterey vicinity, the gravity varies from -90 rngal 
to 150 mgal around an average value of 979,900 mgal. This is 
a total variation range of less than O. 025 percent of the 
Appendix B covers methods of gravity measurement. 
a _ Normal gravi t:y 
Nonnal gravity is the gravity associated with an 
ellipsoid model of the geoid_ Nonnal gravi ty is the 
combination of the model ellipsoid's gravitational 
acceleration and centrifugal acceleration. Figure 8 shows the 
20 
• • geodetic latitude 
Figure 8. Normal Gravity : Orientation of normal gravity, y, 
centrifugal acceleration , f~ , g r avitational acceleration f , 
angular velocity , Ol and rotation ann, p . 
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orientation of the accelerations on the surface of an 
ellipsoid. Normal gravity is 'Y, fg is the <;:ravitational 
acceleration and f _ is the centrifugal acceleration. The 
normal gravity of the GRS80 ellipsoid, in mgal, is given by: 
y "9780327 (1'" 0 .005324 sin<q, - 0 .0 00058 sin2 2q,) (2-4] 
where rp is the geographic latitude (Torge 1991). Equation 2-4 
is the normal gravity formula or Cassini's formula. 
b. Observed gravi ty 
Observed gravity is the actual gravity of the earth 
measured on the surface of the earth. Observed gravity is 
designated, g, and is composed of the same accelerations as 
the normal gravity with the exception that they are the real 
values for the earth. Observed gravi ty represents a 
measurement of the earth's gravity potential. 
c. Gravity Anomalies 
Gravity anomalies represent perturbations in the 
gravity field which, in turn, represent perturbations in the 
geoid. Gravity anomalies are the differences between the 
magnitudes of normal gravity on the ellipsoid and observed 
gravity on the geoid. This is a peculiar definition because 
this difference is being taken of two vector quantities which 
are not collocated and the result is a scalar quantity. In 
Figure 9, g is gravity on the geoid and y is the normal 
gravity on the ellipsoid. The gravity anomaly is given by: 
, . 
.............. - .-._. 
/ .,., ...... 
_---..... ~geoid 
t.g . 1 .. 1 - ITI 
._ . _._ ._._ ...... / ellipsoid 
. ............. " 
y 
Figure 9 . Gravley Anomaly: Geomet.ry of gravity anomal ies 
showing geoid undulation , N, observed gravity , g , normal 
gravJ.ty . y. 
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(2 -5) 
The angle between g and )" the deflection of vertical, is kept 
small by proper determination of the reference ellipsoid and 
can be neglected. That is why gravity anomalies may be 
defined as the differences in magnitudes rather than vector 
differences. 
d. Terrain Reduccions 
The assumptions made in the derivation of Stokes' 
formula require that gravity anomalies b e on the surface of 
the geoid and that no masses are exterior to the surface of 
the geoid. Terrain reductions are the mathematical process of 
removing the effects of masses external to the geoid from 
g ravity observations. Terrain reductions can be thought of as 
a two s tep process: first, the mathematical transfer of all 
masses to the interior of the geoid and second, movement of 
the gravi ty measurement from the physical surface of the earth 
to the surface of the geoid_ These two steps, together, make 
up the terrain reduction. 
There are many types of terrain reductions based on 
the method used to remove the effect of the terrain above the 
geoid. The proper reduction to apply is based on the intended 
use of the anomaly. Due to their small indirect effect, 
atmospherically corrected, free-air anomalies with a terrain 
24 
correction applied (also known as Helmert anomalies) are 
appropriate for geoid determinations (Milbert 1991). The 
indirect effect is caused by the transferring of the mass of 
the terrain from above the geoid to below the surface of the 
geoid. This changes the gravity potential of the geoid and 
displaces the geoid. This displacement can be quite large, up 
to 100 m, depending on the terrain reduction method used 
(Heiskanen and Moritz 1967). 
3. The Geoid 
The geoid is an equipotential surface defined by the 
actual gravity potential of the earth. The geoid is one of an 
infinite number of surfaces of constant potential and is 
identified as the geopotential surface which most closely 
coincides with the mean surface of the earth's oceans. 
The actual gravity potential field of the earth is not 
uniform; it is distorted by density variations which exist in 
the earth. These distortions cause corresponding distortions 
in the geoid called geoid undulations. Figure 10 represents 
the effects of density variation on the geoid. In Figure 10, 
the negative and plus signs indicate variations in the 
density structure of the earth, N represents the geoid 
undulation and the smooth ellipse t he surface of a r e ference 
ellipsoid. 
Differences between a particular normal ellipsoid and 
the geoid are the geoid heights, geoid undulations or geoid · 
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ellipsoid 
Figure 1 0. Densit.y Variat.ions and Geoid Undulat.ions: Densit.y 
variat.ions (+, -) in t.he eart.h's crust. causes corresponding 
geoid undulations, N. 
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ellipsoid separations. Geoid undulations are given as heights 
above or below a particular reference ellipsoid. Compared to 
a mean semimajor axis of 6, 37S, 000 m, a ±lOO m range gives a 
total variation of less than 0 .004 percent between the geoid 
and ellipsoid. In the vicinity of the Monterey Bay the geoid 
undulation, as modeled by the OSU91A geopotential model, 
varies from -32 m in the northeast to -36 m in the southwest 
relative to the GRS80 ellipsoid see Figure 1. 
4. Heights 
Height measurements are made up of three elements; a 
reference surface, a direction vertical to the reference 
surface and a distance measured along that vertical. Geodesy 
differentiates between three types of heights; orchome t ric , 
geoid and ellipsoid. The primary difference between these 
heights is the surface that each of them uses for a reference. 
Orthometric heights are the heights which use mean sea level 
or the geoid as their reference surface. Orthometric heights 
are the heights used on maps when the terrain heights are 
given in MSL. Ellipsoid heights are the heights referenced to 
an ellipsoid model of the geoid. Geoid heights are actually 
ellipsoid heights aIld are the differences between a ellipsoid 
model of the geoid and the actual geoid. Ellipsoid heights, 
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h, and orthometric heights, H, are related by the geoid 
undulation: 
H = h + N (2-6) 
where N is the geoid undulation see Figure ll. 
C. CURREN'T GEOID MODELS 
1. General 
Geoid models can be broken into three categories based 
on the extent of the geoid they model. The first are global 
models which attempt to mode l the geoid over the entire 
surface of the earth. Global geoid models are usually in the 
fonn of coefficients for a spherical harmonic expans ion 
representing the geopotential. Global geoid models are also 
called geopotential models. The next category of geoid models 
are regional geoid models which cover parts of the geoid up to 
cont inental scales. These models attempt to best fit the 
geoid in their area and ignore errors outside their 
boundaries. The final category are local geoids which try to 
detennine the geoid, in a confined area of interest, to very 
high resolut ion and accuracy. 
2. Global Geoid Models 
Global geoid models can be broken into two 
subcategories based on the types of information used in their 





level s urfa ce 
geoid 
FigUre 11. :-::eight~: r. is tr.e height of P relat~ve to MSL, h 
is the height of P relative t o an ellipsoid, and N is the 
geoid - ellipsoid sepa!:"ation . 
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observation data are called satellite-only geoid solutions. 
These models generally contain only the low order sphe--ical 
harmonics since satellite observation data does not include 
high spatial frequency information about the gravity field . 
(Seebe r 1 993) Examples of this type of rr.odel are the Goddard 
Earth Models (GEM) GEM-9, GEM - L2 , GEM-TI, and GEM-T2 
(Mainville et al. 1992; Rapp 1993). The GEM-T models were 
developed in preparation for the launch of the TOPEX/Poseidon 
mission. 
Global geoid models may also cOll'bine satellite 
altimetry data, surface gravimetry data and satellite 
observation data. These mOdels generally have better spatial 
resolution, which comes from the inclusion of the surface and 
altimetry data. consequently, they have higher degrees of 
harmonic expansions and more coefficients. Recent examples of 
this type are the GEM10B, GEM-T3, GRIM4Cl, and OSU9IA. 
(ibid . ) 
Generally, the greater the number of coefficients a 
model has, the more accurate the model is since it contains 
shorter wavelength information of t he gravity field. The 
shortest wavelength a given harmonic model can determine is 
given by: 
(2 - 7) 
where A is the resolution, R is the radius of the earth and k 
is the degree of the harmonic expansion. 
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The OSU9 1A geoid model is a spheri cal harmonic 
expansion corqllete in degree and order to 360 with 130,682 
coefficients calculated using satellite and surface data 
(Rapp et al. 1991). OSU91A can give " ... geoid undulations to 
a resolution of 50 km witI'. a predicted global accuracy of 57 
em (Rapp 1993)." The accura cy of t he predicted undulation 
varies from region to region depending on the gravity data 
coverage which was available tor the calculation of the model 
in that area. OSU91A's best accuracy is over the oceans . 
Where to degree 50 it is accurate to 14 em. (Rapp 1992) 
3. Regional Geoid Models 
Regional geoid models are calculated by combining the 
solution of a global geopotential model and dense gravity data 
from the region of interest. The basic method is to remove 
the long wavelength information from the gravity data by 
subtracting the gravity anomalies predicted by the global 
geopotential model. The residual gravi ty data is then used to 
calculate s:nall residual geoid undulations wh ich are added to 
geoid undulations predicted from the global model . This 
method is : .. nown as the r emove-calculate-restore technique and 
is the method which will be employed in calculating the 
Mont.erey Bay geoid. 
A regional geoid for the United St.ates, GEOID93, 
calculated by NGS using the complete OSU91A geopotential model 
and 1.8 million gravity measurements. GEOID!)3 covers the 
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Continental United States, the limits being 24° - SOoN, 125°· 660W 
(Milbert 1993) . GEOID93 has d isplayed 10 cm accuracy over 
base l ines of 100 Ian when compared to GPS surveys (ibid .). 
shorter lengths, better accuracy has been seen; howeve r, local 
variations due to long wavelength err ors in the underlying 
global geoid may be up to one to two parts per million (PPM) 
(ibid.). A major thrust of this thesis will be the comparison 
of the local geoid as determined by GEOID93 and the calculated 
local geoid. 
4. Local Geoid Models 
Local geoid models can be calculated by the same 
remove- calculate· restore method as the regional models. 
Again, the primary difference is the extent of the geoid over 
which the errors are trying to be minimized. The short 
wavelengt h features of the geoid are generally modeled better 
in local geoid but only over a restricted area of interest. 
Local geoids are generally done for a specific purpose where 
the leveling requirements exceed the available geoid model. 
Preparation for the construction of the super collider 
required a local geoid accurate to a few millimeters (Leick et 
al. 1992 ). Precise telemetry control networks such as at the 
Ai r Force Flight Test Center located at Edward's Air Force 
Base, California also require accurate local geoids (Perrott 
19 93) . Geodetic l eveling of tide gauges require precise 
detennination of the geoid so that ellipsoidal heights of 
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tidal datUll'.s from GPS can be converted to orthometric heights 
{Ashkenazi et al. 1990). Mineral and oil surveying also use 
local geoid calculations to determine the possible presence of 
natural resource deposits. 
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III. MATHEMATICAL BACJl:GROUND OF GEOID CALCULATION 
GENERAL 
The basic problem of physical geodesy is the determination 
of the gravity potential function from perturba t ions in its 
derivative, gravity anomalies. The gravity potential 
de t ermines the shape of the geoid . This chapter looks into 
the mathematical foundations of geoid calcula t ion . Three 
relation ships will be introduced : Stokes' integral. the 
fundamental equation of physical geodesy and Brun's formula . 
Stokes' integral solves for the gravity potential function 
using gravity anomalies as t he boundary condition on the geoid 
and integratin g the gravi t y anomalies over the surface of the 
geoid. The fundamental equation of geodesy provides a 
relationship between gravity anomalies and perturbations in 
the gravity potential . Brun ' s formula relates geoid 
undulations to the perturbations i n the gravity potential . 
Appendix C contains expanded derivations of these formulas and 
should be consulted for more de t ailed information . 
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POTENTIAL 
1. Gravitational Potential 
The gravitational potential, V, at a point is given 
by: 
V= ~ 
where r is the distance between the mass, M and the field 
point and G is the universal gravitational constant. The 
gravitational potential is a scalar function and is continuous 
outside the point mass, r 0, and by convention is zero at r 
• 00. (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967) 
The gravitational acceleration at the field point is 
the negativ e gradient of the gravitational potential; 
(J -2) 
This relationship between the gravitational acceleration and 
the gravit.ational potential is graphically shown in Figure 12. 
The gravitational acceleration will always be perpendicular to 
surfaces of const.ant potential. 
If the mass i s contained wi t.hin a surface, such as the 
geoid, the gravitational acceleration can be integrated over 
the surface, by Gauss's t.heorem and 9i ves; 
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Figure 12 . Equipotential Surfaces a nd Gravity : V I ' V. ' V1 are 
the geopotential value on each surface. fq ~s the 
gravitational acceleration. 
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'l72v 0= -41tGp (3-3) 
where 112 is the Laplacian operator. Eq'-1ation 3 - 3 is known as 
poisson's equation. If the calculation point is outside the 
rr.ass, p '" 0, and the equation becomes Laplace's equation: 
(3 -4) 
The solut ions [0 Laplace's equation are called harmonic 
functions. (.Jackson 1975) 
Equations 3 - 3 and 3 4 show that the gravitational 
potential is a harmonic function outside a surface enclosing 
all but inside the surface. Several 
character istics of harmonic functions can be seen by examining 
the behavior of the simple harmonic function, 1/r. The 
hannonic functions goes to zero as r goes to infinity. 
Harmonic functions are continuous and have continuous 
derivatives where t hey satisfy Laplace's equa t ion. 
Stokes' theorem s tates that a hannonic function 
outside a surface is uniquely determined by the function's 
values on the surface (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967). In 
geodesy, this means that the gravitational potential can be 
determined by measuring gravity, the derivative of the 
potential, on the surface of the geoid. Determining the 
geopotential function is called the first boundary value 
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problem of geodesy and is done by Poisson's integra l (ibid.). 
Equation 3-4 is true for the gravitationa:" potential onc~ all 
the topography above the geoi d has been removed or shifted to 
the interior of the geoid via the terrain reduction. 
2. Centrifugal Potential 
The centrifugal acceleration on the surface of the 
el l ipsoid is: 
(3- 5) 
where p is the distance from the axis of rotation and w is the 
earth's angular velocity. The centrifugal potential 
represents the amount of work done by the centrifugal 
acceleration in moving a body a distance, p, outward from the 
axis of rotation. The centrifugal potential is given by: 
(3 -6) 
Unlike the gravitational potent i al, the centrifugal potential 
does not satisfy Laplace's equat i on outside the mass and is 
not representable by an harmonic series. However, the 
centrifugal potential is an analytic function and can be 
easily handled separately from the determination of the 
gravitational potential. (Dragomir et al. 1982) 
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3. Gravity Potential 
The gravity potential of the referer..ce ell i pso':'d, the 
normal potential, is the sum of the normal g ri;lvitat ional and 
centrifugal potentials, 
Uo " v+4>. (3-7) 
whe :::.-e Uo is the potential of the reference ellipsoid. Normal 
g:::.-avity is then, 
(3- 8) 
By defip.ition, the normal potential on the refen~nce ellipsoid 
sarface is equal to the potential of the geoid; 
(3-9) 
On the geoid. the actual potential 
(3 -10) 
where Wo is the actaal potential on the geoid, UG is the 
potential of the ellipsoid displac;ed to the geoid and T is the 
distu:::.-bing potential. This defines the perturbed potential as 
t he difference between t he model potential Uo displaced to the 
geoid and the true potential Wo on the geoid. These 
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relationships between the normal potential and true potential 
are based on the assumption that the ellipsoid parameters have 
been determined properly. The gravity of the geoid is defined 
by : 
(3-U) 
where Wo is the potential of the geoid at its surface. The 
relationships in this section form the basis used to derive 
Brun's theorem, the fundamental equation of geodesy and 
Stokes' Formula . 
C. BRUN'S FORMULA 
Brun's formula relates the perturbations in the gravity 
potential to the undulations in the geoid . Brun' s formula is: 
N = I (3 - 12) 
Y 
where N is the geoid-ellipsoid separation, T is the perturbing 
potential and y is normal gravity. The import ance of 8run's 
formul a is that it gives a relationship between the 
disturbances in the potential function and the distance which 
the disturbance displaces the surface of the geoid . 
(Heiskanen and Moritz 1967) 
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D. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION OF GEODESY 
The fundamental equation of geodesy provides the 
relationship between gravity and the gravity pot.ent ial, the 
two fundallental elements of geodesy. It. links disturbances in 
the gravity field t.o disturbances in t.he gravit.y pot.ential or 
t.he pert.urbing potential. In the previous section, Brun' s 
formula was shown to relate t.he disturbing potential t.o the 
geoid undulat.ion. The shortcoming of this is that. it is 
physically difficult to measure the potent.ial. However, the 
gravity potential determines the gravit.y field which is 
relatively easy to measure. The spherical form of the 
fundarr.ent.al equat.ion of geodesy is; 
(3·U) 
where dg is the gravity anomaly caused by the dist.urbing 
potential T and r is the geocentric radius (ibid .). The 
fundament.al equation of geodesy, 3-~3, is actually a boundary 
condition for the gravity potential function because dg is 
determined on t.he geoid. The importance of equation 3 - ~3 is 
that it gives the anomalous potential and the vertical 
gradient. of the anomalous potent.ial, both of which are 
difficult t.o measure as a function of t.he gravity anomaly 
(which is easy to measure) . 
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E. STOKES' FORMULA 
The Stokes formula calculates the geoid undulatior> at a 
geographic position by integrating the gravity ano!llalies over 
a surface see Figure 13. Stokes' formula combines the 
fundamental equation of geodesy and Srun's formula to give the 
geoid undulation from gravity anomalies. The spherical form 
of Stokes' formula is: 
N(41,A) = 4:yf{ll g S(1\JldO (3-14) 
where N(4),I\) is the geoid undulation, 6.9 is the gravity 
anomaly in the solid angle dO" ., sin>t-d>t-dA and S (f) is the 
Stokes' function; 
o __ ' __ 6sin~ll_ScOS1./r 
sin<1 1 2 
(3 -15) 
- 3cosl\Jln {Sin",*" +sinZ-¥} . 
where Pn is the Legendre polynomial. Figure 14 shows S {'/I} and 
~ sin{'f}S (fl as a function of l/t. Stokes' formula in the form 
of equation 3 - 14 assumes that the mass of the ellipsoid is 
equal to the actual mass of the earth, the center of the 
masses are collocated and the potentials are equal, WO"Uo . 
Figure 13. Integration in Spherical Coordinates: Geoid 
undulation is calculated at position (<P,A) by integrao:ion of 








The derivat::'on of Stokes' formu l a followed several 
assumptions which lead to limitation on its application ar.d 
accuracy. The assumptions are: 
l. All masses are internal to the surface of the geoid. 
2 . The integration of Stokes' formula covers the entire 
earth . 
3. The geoid is nearl y a sphere so that the Stokes' formula 
has been derived and can l:::e used in a spherical form. 
The first assumption leads to the need for terrain reductions 
wh ich mathematically remove masses outside the geoid. 
Theoretically, tr.e second means that gravity must be known at 
every point over the entire earth which i s not possible. 
However, the average gravity anomaly over increasingly larger 
areas, approacr.es zero, so t!1.e effect of distant gravity on 
t:J.e local undulation is l ess than gravity in t he area of 
calculation (Bomford 1990) . Thus, if a dense gravity survey 
is available l ocally, Stokes' integral may be applied witI'. 
distant gravity which has been sampled less frequently. The 
error incurred by t:J.e third assumption is on the order of the 
deviation between the geoid and a sphere which is the 
f l attening, f, € - N x 0.003 (Dragomir et al. 1992). 
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2. Applications 
Evaluations of the Stokes integral are sui tee' for 
local geoid determinations such as the Monterey Bay, when a 
global geopotential model can be combined with a local dense 
gravity survey. The global model supplies the long wavelength 
info:IT.1atian in the geoid so that the integration of Stokes' 
formula can be carried out over r esidual gravity anomalies and 
a smaller integration area. (Bamford 1980; Mainville et al. 
1992) The formula representing this process is; 
where NT is the total geoid undulation, NGM is the global 
geoid undulation, .6.g represents the local gravity anomalies 
and .6.gGM the global gravity anomalies (Mainville 1992). The 
removal of the long wavelength data in the local gravity 
anomalies occurs in the (Ag - A9GM) prior to evaluation of 
Stokes' integral . The long wavelength information is then 
restored by adding the NGM term following the integration . 
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GENERAL 
Figure l5 is a schematic of the data flow and processing 
used in determining t he local Monterey geoid. This figure 
ind::cates that there are three types of data used in local 
geoid calculations; local gravity observations. terrai n 
elevation and data derived from a global geopotential model. 
The local gravity data are gravity anomalies whi ch have 
been reduced Erom gravity observations using the f!:."ee air 
reduction (Appendix D). The terrain data 1s used i n 
determining the terrain correction. The global geopotential 
model provides two types of data, global geoid undulations and 
mean gravity anomalies. These global data sets contain the 
long wavelength components of the geoid . The global gravity 
anomalies are subtracted f~om t~e local gravity anomalies 
leav ing residual anomalies . This residua l data set should 
then only contain Lh e short wave leng th data in the local 
g~avlty anomalies . From this residual gravity anomaly data, 
~esidual geoid undulations are calculated which are t hen added 
to t he global geoid undulations to restore the long wave length 
data . 
The calculation of the terrain correction, the residual 
gravity anomalies and extraction of the global model data was 
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mode l 
Figure 15 . Data Processing : Data flow and processing steps 
in calculation of the Monterey Bay Geoid. 
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dene using prograr.'ls provided by Dr. Dennis t>::ilbert of t.he 
National Geodetic Survey. The programs were · ... ritten in 
5'ORTRAN and required only slight modificat.ion to run on a UNIX 
system. Appendix E centains a listing of the individual NGS 




The local gravity data used in this study came 
the fort:\ of point gravity observations from t.hree sources; 
1,549 land gravity station observations from Defense l.fapping 
Agency (DMA) , 17,09B NGS land and ship gravity observation 
data from the National Geophysical Data Center Gravity CD-ROM 
(Hittleman et al. 1992) and lastly, 179 gravity observations 
within the Monterey 8ay which came frem two NFS bottom gravity 
surveys conducted in 1973. (Brooks 1973; Cronyn 1973) Figure 
16 shows the gravity observations used in the calculation of 
the Monterey geoid . 
b. Accuracy 
All of the data sets included free-air anomalies 
calculated from gravity observation and station elevation. 
The accuracy of the data, the standard deviation of the 
measurements , was also contained in the data. The land data 
f:::-ee - air anomalies had a given accuracy of 2 mgal or less . 





Figure 16. Gravity Data Stations · positions of the 17 ,905 
point gravity anomal i es used in calculating the Monterey Bay 
geoid. 
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c . Preprocessing 
The point gravity anomalies were converted into 
Helmert anomalies referenced to GRS80 . The bulk of the 
preprocessing and editing was done through a series of FORTRAN 
and l"..ATLAB programs written by the author . The three gravity 
data sets had to be corrected from their various reference 
systems to the GRS80 (DMAAC 1987) system to match the gravity 
anomalies and geoid heights calculated from the global 
geopotential model. A specific series of programs 
developed to correct and edit each set of gravity data 
separately . 
The reduction of observed gravity to Helmert 
anomalies require further corrections to the free - ai~ 
anomalies for the effects of the atmosphere and terrain . 
Helmert gravity anomalies are given by: 
(4-1) 
where gobs is observed gravity 'Y is no=al gravity ?AC is the 
free -air correction, 69A is the atmospheric correction and TC 
is the terrain correction. 
The atmospheric cor:::-ection correc t s for the 
gravitational attraction of the mass of the atmosphere above 
a gravity station. The geocentric gravitational constant, GM, 
of GRSBO includes the mass of the atmosphe~e. Gravity 
measurements made on the surface of the earth must be 
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i~creased to remove the effect of the atmosphere. The 
atmospheric correction in mgal is given by: 
ogA" O.87exp{-O.116h'·"' l {4- 2l 
where h is the station elevation in kilometers {ibidl. 
level the correction is 0.87 mgal and it varies less than 0.15 
mgal over the area of interest so that a constant 0.87 mgal 
may be added to all the point gravity anomalies with 
negligible error. 
Biases between the data sets were evaluated by a 
point -by-point cornpariso~ of individual points which were 
collocated with gravity stations in the other sets. The NGS 
and DMA data did not show a bias. Figure 17 shows the 
position of the DMA and NPS data points used to determine the 
value of the bias in the NPS data. Figure 18 shows the same 
points as Figure 17 with their free- air gravity anomaly values 
on the vertical axis and latitude on the horizontal axis. The 
two curves in Figure 18 are polynomial fits for the two data 
subsets. The upper curve was generated by the NPS data and 
the lower by the DMA data. Differencing the two curves gives 
an approximate bias of 13 mgal which was subtracted from the 
NPS data. 
Af ter each gravity anomaly data set had been 
processed into atmospherically corrected, free-air anomalies 
referenced in the GRS80 system, the sets were combined. The 
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Figure 1 7 . Palm:: Gravley t'osltions: Posleions of ene pOlnt 
gravity values used in the determination of bias in NPS data . 
• DMA data, 0 NPS da ta . 
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Figure 18 . Polynomial Fit; The polynomial curves fit to the 
gravity data shown in Figure 17 . The NPS da t a yielded the 
upper curve and the DMA data , ., the lower curve. 
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complete set contained 17,905 atmospherically corrected free -
air anomalies which were then gridded at 2.5' x 2.5' using 
SURFER'I'M (Golden Software , Inc. 1989) over a 2° by 2° block 
centered on the Monterey Bay . 
The gridding method used a quadrant search and a 
minimum curvature method with a maximum allowable error of 
0 . 005. These grinding parameters were chosen because they 
eliminated some of the adverse effects caused by the variable 
density data. The presence of ship track data in the oceans 
caused a terracing effect in the gridded data when a nor.nal 
search pattern was used . A normal search pattern takes the 
closest points to the gridding point. A quadrant search 
forces the process to find a specified number of points from 
each quadrant around the gridding point. 
Figure 19 is a contour plotting of the gridded 
gravity anomalies. The contours, in mgal, show the agreement 
between the free -air anomalies and the topography . The 
gravity anomalies ranged in value from -92 . 8 mgal to 147.7 
mgal . 
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Terrain elevation data was from the Rocky Mountain 
Co=unications Incorporated (RMC) Three Arc Second Elevation 
Data CD - ROM. The RMC digital elevation data was original l y 
produced from DMA digital t.errain elevation r ecords . (Rocky 
Mountain COITm, Inc. 1991) 
b. Accuracy 
The elevation data from the RMC CD - ROM has a 
resolution of 3" or approximately 100 m wi t h the elevation 
given to the nearest meter. 
c. Preprocess i ng 
The terrain data was ext r acted from the RMC CD-ROM 
t o a PC using a generic extraction p r ogram provided with the 
CD-ROM to copy 1° blacks of 3" data. Each 1° block was then 
regridded at 15" intervals using a program developed by Dr . 
Clynch. This program calculated che block ave r age for each 
15" a r ea a nd che geographic position of the grid element . The 
program also converted from a DOS binary format to ASCII 
IorIT,3.t so that che daca could be cransferred co a UNIX system . 
The 15" resolut ion represent s a reasonable trade off between 
computer limitat i ons and accuracy requirements of the terrain 
correction . Each 10 block of 15" data was 1 .9 ME in ASCII 
fannat. The individual 1° by 1° blocks were then constructed 
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into a single data set of 15" elevations cover~ng an area 
between 340N 3g0N and 1230W - 119OW. 
3. Geopotential Model Data 
a. Source 
The OSU91A geopotential model was used as the 
source for the global geoid undulation and gravity anomalies. 
The full 360 degree and order expansion of the OSU91A 
geopotential model was used. The geopotential model 
coefficients and were provided by Dr. Richard Rapp of The Ohio 
State University. 
b. Accuracy 
The accuracy of the OSU91A geopotential model is 57 
cm over 50 kIn. (Rapp 1992) This accuracy represents its RMS 
accuracy over the entire globe. 
c. Preprocessing 
The geoid undulations and gravity anomalies were 
extracted from the geopotential coefficients using the NGS 
program GRD360. This program provided the data in a format 
which was compatible with follow on applications. The 
geopotential is calculated from the normalized geopotential 
coefficients, <;;;;;, ~ by: 
'''GH ~ 7[1+~ (-%)n~ <C;;;;;cosmA+s,:;;;;sinmA ) p,:(sin¢/)] (4-3) 
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(Tscherning et al. 1983) where VGM is the global model 
geopotential, GM is the geocentric gravit<itional constant, a 
is the semimajor axis of the reference ellipsoid, y is the 
mean gravity of the reference ellipsoid, Dmax is the number of 
coefficients in the model, r, hand ¢' are the geocentric 
radius, longitude and latitude of the point, C;;;;;, ~ are the 
fully normalized potential coefficients and ~ (sinB) are the 
fully nO:IT.lalized associated Legendre polynomials. The 
perturbing potential is deterrr.ined by subtracting the normal 
potential of the GRSBO ellipsoid. The gravity anomalies and 
geoid undulations are then determined by Brun's formula and 
the fundamen t al equation of geodesy. Figure 20 is a contour 
plot of the global gravity anomalies with contours in mgal. 
The smooth, long wave nature of the global anomalies contrasts 
with the contours of the local gravity. Figure 1 was the 
geoid undulations extracted from the model. 
When the global geopotential model gravity 
anomalies are removed from the local gravity anomalies, Figure 
19, the range of the residual gravity anomalies becomes - 80.8 
roga:" ,_0 :28." mgal. Although t.he ~-ange had !lot been reduced 
much, the northeast to southwest tilt was removed see Figure 
21. This tilt was a long wavelength feature and its removal 
allows the use of a smaller integration area. Using the full 
3 60 degree expansion of the QSU91A should remove all 
wavelengths greater than 1° or 112 km. 
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1. FFT Methods 
The NGS programs used to ca l culate the terrain 
correction and the Stokes' integral utilizes f ast Fourier 
transform ( FFT) techniques . The application of FFT provides 
an efficient means of evaluating the convolution integrals 
involved in geodesy (Schwarz et al. 1990). FFT allows the 
large amounts of gridded geophysical data to be convolved in 
a single step rather than integrating at each point in the 
data. This permits a substantial savings in computer time 
with little loss of accuracy. 
The use of FFT requires careful consideration of the 
data sampling and extent of data coverage used in the 
integrations. In order to resolve the long wavelengths 
contained in the geoid, data used in FFT's should technically 
extend to infinity. It is not possible to have an infinite 
data set which leads to the phenomenon known as leakage. 
Leakage is caused by the use of finite data sets which are not 
capable of resolving wavelengths which are longer than the 
data set and the discontinuities in the data when the val ues 
suddenly drop to zero. (ibid . ) 
Aliasing is a phenomenon which occurs with FFTs when 
the sampling rate is not high enough to resol ve the short 
wavelengths of in the data . Aliasing is the appearance of low 
frequency data which is actually caused by data that contains 
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information at a higher spacial frequency than the sampling 
rate could resolve. The Nyquist frequency is the highest 
frequency which a sampling interval can resolve. Nyquist 
frequency is : 
where ~ is the spatial resolution of the data. To avoid 
aliasing, data should be sampled at a rate at least twice as 
high as the highest frequency. (ibid. ) 
The highest spatial frequency components in the geoid 
are caused by the local topography (Forsberg 1984). The 
Monterey Submarine Canyon is the sharpest topography in the 
area of interest. The width of 10 kIn at the Bay's mouth 
suggests t hat the canyon would cause a geoid undulation with 
a wavelength of approximately 10 kIn. The local gravity is 
gridded at 2 . 5 minutes or 4.63 km which should resal ve any 
undulation caused by the canyon. 
The leakage is controlled by removing the long 
wavelength information is removed by subtracting the gravity 
anomalies from the global geoid model. Leakage is also 
controlled in the gravity and terrain by taper i ng and padding 
the data sets. Tapering is the process of smoothly reducing 
the edge of the data to zero. Padding adds a border of zeros 
to the data set. The terrain and residual gravity data were 
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tapered using a ten perCent split. cosine bell taper and padded 
50 percent. Figure 22 is a plot of the t.aper used. Leakage 
with gravity data tends to be less of a problem than i s other 
fields because the spectrum of gravity t.ends to decay smoothly 
(Schwarz 1990). 
The result of this process is a 4° by 4° grid with the 
central 2° by 2° grid containing data. The geoid will be 
calculated from this 4° by 4° grid with only a central 0.5° by 
0. 5° area considered a valid solution. 
Following the preprocessing, the terrain correction 
and Stokes' integral were calculated by the programs provided 
by NGS. These programs utilized the Cooley·Tukey FFT 
algorithm. 
2. Terrain Correction 
The terrain correction should not be confused with the 
terrain reduct.ion. The terrain reduction is the complete 
process of removing the effect.s of masses exte rnal to the 
geoid from observed gravity. The terrain correction is a part 
of the terrain reduction. It corrects the measured gravity 
for the effects of terrain undulations above and below the 
gravity station. The terrain correction a l ways increases 
observed gravit.y. Consider a gravity st.at.ion on the side of 
a mountain, Figure 23, the mass of the mountain above t.he 
station will have a gravitational attraction upward reducing 
observed gravity. The lack of crust.al material below the 
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Figure 23. Terr0.in Correction: Corrects observed gravity 
the slopes in the topography, Z is the terrain elevation 
hp is the elevation of the gravity statier.. 
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gravity station will fonn a mass deficiency below the station 
and reduce the observed gravity. To correct these effec~s the 
terrain correction must increase the value of the observed 
gravity. The terrain correction is given by; 
TC = Gp I[ (Z~~r) dzdx (4-5) 
where z is the cerrain elevation and I~ is the elevation of 
the gravity station (Forsberg 1984). The d!t1plitude and 
spatial frequency of the terrain correction .::·epresents the 
ruggedness of the terrain. It amplifies the ::uggedness of the 
terrain and falls off rapidly away from mountains. The 
terrain correction is usually an order of magnitude smaller 
than the free-air correction. (ibid.) 
d. Linear Approxi..Jna.tiOD of the Terrain Correction 
Linear approximation of the terrain correction 
simplifies the calculation and allows the use of FFT 
techniques. In all but the most rugged of terrain the linear 
approximation wi l l give sub mgal accuracies when coupled with 
a high r e solution digital terrain model. (ibid.) The error 
between the exact terrain correction and the linea r 
approximation can be Ii)ound by looking at the worst case 
example of a gravity observation taken on the top of a cone 
shaped mountain. The error i n the linear approximation for 
this is; 
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where H is the height of the gravity station and /} is the 
slope of the cone shaped mountain (ibid.) Putting in worst 
case values for the local area, H = 1500 m and /} .. 15° gives 
a relative error of 0.00 15 mgal. This indicates that the 
linear approximation can be used in the local area. 
b. Terrain Resolution Requirements 
Schwarz (Schwarz et al. 1 990) found that .. for 
RMS accuracies better than one mgal ... the terrain has to be 
sampled at spacings of 0.5 kilometers or less, in areas of 
rough topography". Their results came from the Kananaski 
region of the Canadian Rocky Mountains which has elevation 
ranges from 1400 m to over 3400 m. This would indicate that 
using a 15" (450m) grid for the Monterey geoid calculation 
should accurately determine the terrain corrections to l ess 
than 0.5 mgal. Using a finer grid would a t mast give an 
improvement of 0.2 0.3 mgal with substantial increases in 
computer memory requirements. (ibid. ) 
c. Calculation 
The NGS program, FTC2, was used to calculate the 
terrain correction from a grid of 15" by 15" terrain elevation 
data program. FTC2 uses a linear approximat ion and constant 
terrain elevation grid spacing in calculating the terrain 
correction. Processing of the entire tapered and padded 
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terrain data set, required approximately 40 minutes on a UNIX 
work station. The output of the terrain correction was a 15" 
by 15" grid of terrain corrections in mgal covering the entire 
terrain data set plus the 50 percent taper. A sub set of this 
grid was taken which was the 1° by 1° area, 37.30N 36.3°N, 
237.SoE 238. sOW, centered on the Monterey Bay . Figure 24 
shows a three - dimensional plot of the terrain correction. The 
maximum values and spatial frequencies are found in the 
mountainous areas. The high spatial frequency is a result of 
the 1/r3 kernel of the terrain correction. The maximu:n value 
is approximately 24 mgal with the values tapering to zero over 
the water. 
The "-C by 10 grid of terrain corrections was 
padded, tapered and the Stokes integral evaluated aver it to 
determine the effect of terrain correction an geoid 
undulations . This processing revealed that the maximum effect 
was 3 cm or less wi thin Monterey Bay and the total variat ion 
over the Bay was less than 1 .5 cm and less than 1 cm for the 
majority of the Bay. Figure 25 is a contouring of the terrain 
correction undulation with contours in meters. Because of 
this small variation in the area of interest. it was decided 
to use a constant value o[ 2 em for the terrain correction 
undulation and add that to the residual undulation rather than 
adding the mgal values to the paint gravity anomalies. The 
calculation can be split in this manner because the Stokes 
integral is a linear process. 
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longitude 
Pigure 24. The Terrain Correction: 3 - D plot of the 
calculated terrain correction, emphasizes the ruggedness of 
the terrain by its magnitude and spatial frequency . 
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3. Geoid Undulations 
The actual calculation of the geoid was carried out in 
a series of s teps . First, a residual geoid is calculated from 
the residual anomalies which contains only short wave length 
data. To the residual geoid, the constant terrain correction 
undulation of 2 em was added. The complete geoid was then 
constructed by adding the long wavel e ngth features from the 
OSU91A geopotential model geoid undulations. 
The residual geoid undulations were computed by the 
NGS programs MAKSTO and RESGEO. MAKSTO uses the padded and 
tapered residual anomaly grid in calculating the Fourier 
transform of t he Stokes function on the grid. The output is 
a grid of the transformed Stokes function or kernel. Stokes' 
formula '1s diverges at '" _ 0 so that the gravity anomaly of 
t he calculation point is skipped by setting the value of the 
kernel equal to zero. The effect of the skipped gravity 
anomaly is added separat.ely in t.he RESGEO Program. 
The RESGEO program calculates the residua l geoid 
heights using the inputs of the padded and tapered residual 
anomaly grid and the grid of the transformed Stokes function 
from MAKSTO . RESGEO convolves the residual anomaly grid and 
Stokes kernel in the frequency domain and calculates the 
effect of the inner zone, '" _ 0, skipped in MAKSTO i n t.he 




wr.ere Ax is the grid elemen,: size and ~g is the gravity 
anomaly of that e l ement. These are then adried and output to 
a griri of residual geoid heights. Figure 26 is a plot of the 
calculated residual geoid height with contours in meters. The 
residual geoid height :::.-anged from -0.63 m to 1.13 m. The 
'.::otal l ocal geoid 'Nas then constructed by adding the residual 
geoid undulatio:1, the terrain correction undul a ,:ion of 2 cm 
and the geopotential model geoid undu l ation. 
D. SOLUTION S TABILITY 
To determine if a large enough data grid was used i n the 
calculation of the geoid the stability of t he solution was 
checked by examining the relative difference betwee:1 solutions 
using different data set coverage. Two separate geoids were 
calculated. one u sing a 1° by 1° grid of gravity data and the 
second using a 2° by 2° grid of gravi ty data. These solutions 
were then differenced over the 1° block c er:tered on Monterey 
Bay. Figure 27 shows the d:'fference betwee n the two solutions 
where the 1° by 1° sol utio n has been subtracted from the 2° 
by 2° sol ution. What Figure 27 shows is that there are 
substa ntial di f ferences between the solutions on the edges, 
especially where data from mountainous areas was neg l ected by 
the 1° solut i on. The large difference in the northeast corr:er 
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Figure 26 . Residual Geoid Undu l at.ions; Cont.ours of t he 
residual g e o i d in meters . 
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is caused by the Diablo Mountain Range which is just beyond 
the 1 0 block. 
The stability analysis shows that the solution is stable 
in the central region and that the use of a 2° by 2° grid of 
data should be sufficient to calculate the geoid in the center 
half degree block of the area. This is not a general result 
and may not hold in a location with more variation in the 
gravity/topography. The net result of Figure 27 is that 
increasing the spatial coverage of the data used to calculate 
the geoid in Monterey Bay is not necessary. 
E. ERROR PROPAGATION 
The accuracy of the final geoid undulation is determined 
by the propagation of errors from the gravity anomaly grid 
through the Stokes integral. The primary source of error in 
the calculation of a local gravity anomaly grid is often the 
lack of a uniform, dense gravity survey . (Moritz 1974) This 
leads to interpolation errors when mean gravity anomalies are 
calculated in areas with sparse gravity measurements; such as , 
ocean areas. The transition from an area of dense data 
coverage to less dense data coverage, such as in the southeast 
corner of Figure 16, can also cause errors in the gridded 
values. This ef fect was examined in a paper by Smith (Smith 
and Wessel 1990) and IT'.ay be an explanation for some of the 
differences between the calculated geoid and GEOID93 which 
will be discussed in Chapter V. When a dense, uniform 
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distribution of gravity data is available, as in the Monterey 
Bay and Rurrounding area land surveys , the primary source of 
error becomes the measurement error in the gravity data. 
The propagation of the anomaly error through the Stokes 
integral was examined by Moritz [ibid.). The variance of the 
geo::'d undulations caused by errors in the gravity anomaly data 
is given by: 
(4 - 8) 
where (jN is the standard deviation of the geoid undulations, 
ax is the gri d element size of the gravity anomaly grid, O"o1g 
is the standard deviation of the mean gravity anomalies. Tr.e 
integral is undefined at 'Ii' ,. 0 so '1'0 which neglects the first 
grid element or the inner zone is used as the lower 
integration limit . (ibid . ) The value of the integral is 
dominated by the value at the lower b::mnd and the lower bound 
is determined by the g!:"id resolution, ~. 
When a geopotential model of degree k is available to 
l ong wavelength efEec<:s, equation 4-8 is changed to: 
(I~ = ~xL(Jh [1: 2 (2wl) 1 
41ty' n _k (n-l) ~ 
(4 - 9) 
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where no - Rll)me., R is the radius of earth and the integral 
has been expanded in Legendre polynomials, equation 3-15 
(ibid.). For the local application with Jag - 4.0 mgal, me. .. 
5 km and k _ 360, the error on the geoid undulation from the 
errors in the gravity measurements is J N -< 2 cm. 
Other sources of error include the addition of a constant 
value for the terrain correction undulation and neglecting the 
indirect effect. The error from adding a constant 2 cm to the 
geoid undulations to model the terrain correction results in 
a maximum error that is bound by the amount of variation in 
the terrain correction in the area of interest. The maximum 
variation in Monterey Bay is less than 1.5 cm so the error is 
estimated to be less than 1.5 cm. 
The indirect effect is a consequence of the terrain 
reduction. The shifting of mass from the exterior of the 
geoid to the surface of the geoid changes the potential of the 
geoid. This change in potential displaces the geoid in the 
same fashion as the perturbing potential. The indirect effect 
is given by; 
(4-10) 
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where h is the terrain elevation in meters {Heiskanen and 
Moritz 1967). The indirect. effect can be neglected i:, the 
local geoid calculation with the e rror beir.g less than 1 em 
and zero over the '"ater. These errOr- sources combine to give 
a theore t ical error estirr.a te af less than 3 5 em on the geoid 
undulations of the local geoid. 
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V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. GENERAL 
In this chapter, the results obtained during the work wi ll 
be reviewed. This wi l l primarily be done by interpretation of 
the various figures which help illustrate the results. The 
differences between t he local geoid and GEOID93 wi ll be 
examined to see how well they match in the local area. The 
results of a GPS sea surface height experiment will be 
compared to the calculated local geoid heights. Finally, some 
conclusions will be made about the results and reconunenda tions 
for improvement and further study. 
B. RESULTS 
For clarity, the fina l results are broken in to two 
geoids; the Monterey geoid which is the 2° by 2° block 
centered on Monterey Bay and the Monterey Bay geoid which is 
the half degree block centered on Monterey Bay. The Monterey 
geoid will be used to point out some of the more general 
fea tures in the local geoid which are not as clear in the 
smaller Monterey Bay geoid. The perimeter of the Monterey 
geoid should be treated as a qualitative only. 
~. Monterey Geoid 
Figure 28 is a 2° by 2° block, 36.00N-37.80N, 123.00W-
121.00W, roughly centered on Monterey Bay. Figure 28 is the 
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surface of the Monterey geoid referenced to the GRS80 
el lipsoid. The figure shows a general slope in the geoid from 
the northeast to the southwest which is consistent with its 
location on t he continental slope. 
The local effects of the terrain show up as lumps in 
the geoid surface. The local mountains cause local 
perturbations in the geoid which mimic the actual topography. 
The effects of the Santa Cruz and Santa Lucia mountain ranges 
are clearly visible in the figure. A comparison of Figures 3 
and 28 show that t he local geoid from GEOID9 3 and the 
calculated geoid are very similar. Differences can be seen 
along the edges where tapering the gravity data caused a 
corresponding tapering of the undulations in the calculated 
geoid. 
2. Monterey Bay Geoid 
The Monterey Bay geoid is the surface of the 
calculated geoid within the geographic limits of 370N-36.50N, 
122. 2 0W-121. 7oW. The estimated theoretical accuracy of the 
Monterey Bay geoid is 3.5 cm or better with a 5 kIn resolution. 
Figure 29 is a three dimensional plot of the Monterey Bay 
geoid and Figure 30 is a contour plot. The general s lope 
within the Monterey Bay is oriented north to south wi t h the 
south lower. In the southwest portion of the bay the slope 
Figure 29. Monterey Bay Geoid; Surface cf t :1.e 





Figure 30 . Monterey Bay Geoid : Contours oE t.he Mont.erey Bay 
geoid in met.ers. 
8. 
begins to become more east-west to para l lel the continental 
slope. The sharp e l bowing of the contour lines in the 
southeast corner is caused by the Santa Lucia l"':ountains . The 
Monterey Submarine Canyon does not appear to cause an 
undulation in the geoid which is meas'.lrab l e by the gravimetric 
method utilized. This means that to 3.5 CIT. any sea surface 
topography associated wi t h the canyon wil l be the effect of 
the interactions between the ocean and the topography. 
c. COMPARISON WITH GEOID93 
To compare the l ocal solution for the geoid with the 
regional geoid, GEOID93, the two geoids were differenced, 
calculated geoid minus GEOID93, on the 2° by 2° grid 360 N 
3SoN, 1230W 1210W and the differences contoured in Figure 
31. Figure 3l emphasizes the edge effects and the effects of 
sparse gravi ty data. The area in the southeast wi t h 
differences of 20 - 40 cm coincides with an extended area of 
sparse point gravity data see Figure l6. This suggests that 
differences in the gridding process for the gravity data may 
have dealt with the problem of variable density data 
differently or that different gravity data sets were used for 
the calculation of GEOID93. (~ilbert priv. comm. 1994) The 
char.ge in the density of gravity coverage can degrade the 
accuracy of a gridding process by causing edge effects in the 
gridded gravity data (Smith and Wessel 1990 ) . GEOID93 gravity 




Figure 31 Monterey Geoid minus GEOID93' Contours of the 
difference in the Monterey Geoid and GEOID93 geoid surfaces in 
meters. 2° x 2° area centered on Monterey Bay. 
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with a tension val ".le of O. 75 (Milbe~';:: 1 99~). The gridding 
process used for the local geoid used a minimum cu:::vaturr: with 
max imum allowable error O. 005 to calculate :.he gridded gravity 
anomalies. 
Comparing the cont-our plots of the Mont.erey Bay geoid, 
Figure 30, and the GEOID9) contours for the same area, Figure 
32, indicates that there is generally good agreement between 
the two geoid mode l s. The only clear differences are a slight 
displacement in the contours and sharper elbowing in the 33 . 5 
m cont-our of the Monterey Bay geoid. 
TO examine the differences c loser the two geoid models 
were point by point. differenced, calculated geoid minus 
GEOID93 and the contours of t he difference are p lotted in 
Figure 33 . A relative slope across the Bay between the two 
geoids becomes apparent in Figure 33 . This relative slope 
between t he two geoids qualitatively matches the anomalo'-ls sea 
slope seen in a GPS transec t of the :aay (Appendix F ) . 
D. COMPARISON WITH GPS SEA SURFACE HEIGHTS 
A GPS sea s u rface topography experiment was conducted 
October 26, 1993 on board the R/V Pt . Sur. Appendix F 
contains additional infonnation on the experiment. The 
experiment was conducted to investigate the residual sea 
surface topography between the tide gauges in Santa Cruz and 
Monterey . Figure 34 shows the transect GPS stations occupied 
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Figure 33. Monterey Bay Geoid minus GEOID93; Contours of t.he 
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NPS Naval Postgraduate School 
HutL Moss Landing Harine Laborartory 
Figure 34. GPS 'l' ransect Stations' Location of GPS stations 
occ'Jpied during tr.e GPS sea surface topograpr.y exper i ment . 
Pl u s signs indicate transect staticns triangles GPS base 
stations . 
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during ~he experiment. A residual slope, Figure 35, was found 
in the sea surface which agrees qualitatively with thel!ope 
shown in Figure 33. 
The sea surface shown in Figure 35 was determined from the 
GPS heigr.ts measured by a GPS antenna moun~ed in a small 
fiberglass boat deployed from the Pt:. Sur. From the GPS 
heights the antenna height, tide height geoid heights and 
inverse barometric effect were subtracted to give the residual 
sea surtace topography: 
SST = GPS-H.r-TIDE-IBAR-N (5 -1) 
where SST is the residual sea surface topography, HI is the 
height of the antenna above the waterline, TIDE is the tidal 
heights, IBAR is the inverse barometric effect and N is the 
geoid height at the station. Figure 35 shows the residual sea 
surface at the stations along the tract and standard deviation 
of the calculated mean se.'!. level. A bias of 4.5 cm between 
the Monterey and Santa Cr uz solutions has been removed from 
the GPS he ights. If all of the corrections in equation 5-1 
to the GPS heights we re correct, the residual sea surface 
should have been a horizontal l ine of zero height, or given 
heights related to oceanographic processes. 
The residual sea surface contained a slope from north to 
south in the Bay, Figure 35, which did not appear to be 
associated with oceanographic or meteorological processes 
occurring. The slope produced a 10 to 15 CIT. difference 
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Figure 35. Relative MSL from GEOID93; The relative sea surface 
topography from the GEOID93 geoid. * and • indicate 
surface height, bars indicate the one sigma accuracy. 
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between the north and south ends of the transect. In terms of 
a geostrophic current, this would indicate a flow of 
approximately 20 om/s out of the bay . 
To see if this slope could be attribut.ed t.o a local geoid 
fea t ure, the Monterey Bay geoid heights calculated in this 
study were used to correct the profile along the GPS 
transect . Figure 36 is the result of substituting the 
Monterey Bay geoid heights for the GEOID9] heights in equat.ion 
5 -1. The same correct ions ' .... ere applied in beth cases. 
Stat i ons one through four now tall within 3 em of the 
ho:::.-izantal, Z8:::-0 height line . The southern stations do nct 
show comparable agreement. They are offset up to 9 em above 
the zero line. The n e t reSUlt is a reversal of the residual 
slope seen in Figure 35. The slope is concentrated between 
stations four through six indicat::ng possible interact::on 
between the tide ar.d the Canyon. 
CONCLUS I ONS 
A local geoid for Monterey Bay was calculated using dense 
local gravity data, gridded terra::n elevations and the OSU9lA 
geopotential model . The modeling of the near shore geoid is 
compl::cated by the inherent slope in the geoid caused by the 
proximity of the continental slope and the discontinuity ir. 
the data at the shoreline. This study attempted to combine 
several sets cf data to till in the near shore gap in Mont erey 
Bay. The calculation of the geoid was done with FORTRA:.'I) 
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Fiaure 36. Relative MSL from Monterey Bay Geoid: The relative 
sea surface topography from to the Monterey Bay Geoid ... , • 
indicate sea surface height, bars indicate one sigma acc .... racy . 
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computer programs received from NGS which :::-an on a UNIX 
system. 
The estimated accuracy and resolution of the local geoid 
was 3 em and 5 Jan, ::-espectively. Although this accuracy could 
not be independently checked within the time const!:"aints of 
this thesis. the calculated geoid showed excellent agreement 
with GEQID93 in a:::-eas endowed with high density gravity data. 
Comparisons with the regional geoid and a GPS survey of the 
mea!'). sea level in Monterey Bay showed that the method used 
accurately mOdeled the local geoid in area covered with dense 
gravity data. Appendix G contains the latitude, longitude and 
geoid undulations calculated for the Monterey Bay geoid. 
Further studies comparing the geoid and the mean sea 
surface in t h e Monterey Eay are suggested. This could be 
accomplished by either a GPS experiment such as the one 
discussed above or by analyzing the tide gauge records from 
Monterey and Santa Cruz . The effect of different gridding 
processes needs to be evaluated further and an optimum method 
selected. Additional gravity data should be requested from 
DMA to increase the density of the area in the southeast 1° 
block and the effect of additional data on the geoid studied. 
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APPENDIX A. GLOSSARY 
• Ellipsoid Heights heights measured from a reference 
ellipsoid. Geoid heights are given as ellipsoid heights. 
• Equipotential/Level Surface - a surface over which the 
gravity potential is constant and gravity is 
perpendicular. 
• Free-air Correction · the correction appl ied to observed 
gravity va l ues to mathematically move them vertically from 
the surface of the earth to the geoid, MSL. The free -air 
correct ion corrects for the vertical gradient of gravity 
only. 
• Geocentric Gravitational Constant the product of the 
earth's mass and the universal gravitational constant, GM, 
for WGS84 and GRS80 the GM includes the mass of the 
atmosphere. 
• Geocentric Radius - the radial distance from the center of 
the earth 
• Geopotential - the gravity potential of earth. 
• Geoid the equipotential surface of the earth's gravity 
field whi ch most closely represents the mean sea level. 
• Geoid Undulations - height differences between a reference 
ellipsoid and the geoid, also geoid heights and geoid-
ellipsoid separations. 
• Gravimetry gravity observation of the surface of the 
earth. 
• Gravitational Potential - the potential energy at a point 
caused by the proximity of a mass. 
• Gravity acceleration which is the combination of the 
gravitational acceleration and centrifugal acceleration. 
• GRS Geodetic Reference System ellipsoid reference 
systems: GRS80, GRS67 
• Normal Ellipsoid an ellipsoidal model the geoid, also 
reference or mean earth ellipsoid. 
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• Normal Gravity the model gravity of an el l ipsoid reference 
system . 
• Orthometric Heig hts height rneas1,;.red from the geoid or 
mean sea :Level. 
• Terrain Correction cor r e c tion applied to observed 
gravity values to correct for the effecr. of terrain 
undulations above and below a gravity station . 
• WGS World Geodetic System, DoD ellipsoid reference 
systems: WGS84 , WGS72 
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APPENDIX B. METHODS OF GRAVITY MEASUREMENT 
A. PENDULW.s 
The original method used to measure absolute gravity was 
with reversible pendulums. The period of a pendulum was 
calibrated at a conunon l ocation, such as Potsdam, Germany, 
where an absolute reference gravity value had been 
established. The gravity a particula r si te could then be 
calculated from the difference between the pendulum's period 
at the measurement site and the pendulum's period at the 
calibration site. The limitations to this method were that 
the exact length of the pendulum arm was difficult to 
determine, the instruments were difficult to transport and 
the calculations involved were comp l ex. The maximum accuracy 
of the pendulum method was reached in the 1950' s and is 
approximately 0.2 mgal on land. (Bamford 1980) 
B. FREE FALLING MASSES 
The earliest method of observing gravity was by the 
observations of free falling masses. It was Galileo's 
observation of free falling masses that lead to Newton's 
formulation of the law of universal gravitation. (Dragomir et 
al. 1982 ) In this method the times and distances over which 
a mass falls is converted into an acceleration which is 
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gravity. While this is potentially the most accurate and 
straight f orward means of detenn::'ning gravity, it , is a 
dif f icult method to properly employ. (Bamford 1980) The 
difficulty with the method of free falling bodies is that the 
apparatus is difficul t to transport and requires nearly one 
week to complete a single gravity measurement. However, the 
accuracy of that measurement is 0.003 to 0.005 mgal (ibid.). 
C. STATIC GRAVIMETERS 
Static gravimeters were developed because of the 
difficulties in performing dynamic gravity measurements with 
the pendulum and free fall methods. The term static is used 
because, unl ike the dynamic methods, a displacement is 
measured not a motion. Static gravimeters measure gravity by 
comparing gravity to a constant force supplied by a spring, 
gas pressure, or torsion of metal or quartz fibers. Static 
gravimeters are generally small and very transportable but not 
as accurate as the devices which use dynamic methods. A 
modern static gravimeter can measure differences in gravity 
to an accuracy of 0.1 mgal. ( i bid. ) This accuracy is not 
suited for absolute gravity determinations but is accurate 
enough for the relative gravity measurements needed for the 
evaluation of Stokes integral. (Moritz 1974) Despite their 
accuracy limitation, static gravimeters have seen increasing 
use because they can mass produce gravi t y anomaly measurements 
fOr use in Stokes' fonnula. 
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D. SATELLITES 
Satellites Used in Geodesy 
The launching of the Soviet satellite Sputnik ~ 1 in 
1957 u s hered in the use of artificial satellites to measure 
the gravity field of the earth. The motion of a satellite 
within the gravity field contains information about the 
gravity field. This is the basis of the dynamical method of 
satellite geodesy. (Seeber 1993) The main advantage of 
satellites is the global coverage which they can provide. 
They are especially useful in determining the basic paraI:leters 
of the earth such as the mean s i ze, mass and flattening . The 
first parameter determined using observation data of Sputnik~2 
and Explorer ~ 1 was the value for the flattening of the earth. 
(ibid.) The determination of the general shape of the geoid 
is also possible with satellite observations; but, with low 
spatial resolution unless combined with satellite altimetry or 
surface gravimetry. (Mainville et al. 1992) 
The sate l lites used in geodesy can be classified by 
whether they were specifically designed for geodetic missions 
Some of the satellite systems which were designed 
specifically for geodetic missions are: 
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• ANNA-IE USA 1962 
· 
PAGEOS USA 1966 
· 
STARLE'ITE FRANCE 1975 
• GEOSl-3 USA 1965, 1968, 1975 
• LAGEOS USA 1976, 1992 
• EGS JAPAN 1986 
The ARISTOTELES geodetic satellite has been planned for the 
mapping of the gravity field and has a tentative launch date 
in 1997/98. (Rapp 1993) 
Many satellites have been used for geodetic studies 
but relatively f ew were actually designed · ... ith geodetic 
applications in mind. Typical types of satellites which fit 
this description are navigation satellites such as TRANSIT and 
GPS, and satellites with radar altimeters such as SEASAT, 
GEOSAT, ERS-1, and TOPEX/pOSEIDON. (Seeber 1993) 
Satell ites can also be classified on whether they are 
active or passive. Passive satellites are simply targets for 
ground based observations and are covered with a reflective 
surface. Active satellites transmit energy and receive 
reflected energy o r can just collect energy emit t ed by the 
surface of the earth. Laser reflecting s atellites are one 
example of the passive type of satellite and radar altimeter 
satellites are an active type. Some of the more important 
satellites are listed in the table below from Seeber. (ibid.) 
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TABLE 8 - I SATELLITES USED IN GEODESY 








8cHye satell Hes 








The application of GPS to physical geodesy studies 
from its ability to accuratel y determine the three 
dimensional position of a point referenced to the WGS 199 4 
reference ellipsoid. If the e ll ipsoid height, h, of a point 
is accura tel y determined by GPS and t he height of the point 
above mean sea level, H, is known, the separation betwee n the 
geoid and ellipsoid, N, can be found by: 
N · h-H (8-1) 
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This assumes that the orthometric height, H, has been 
determined by some means such as geodetic leveling. (P"rrott 
1993 ) 
3. Satellite Radar Altimeters 
Satellites with radar altimeters, such 
TOPEX/Poseidon, collect information by reflecting 
electromagnetic energy off the surface of the earth and 
measur~ng the length of time between the transmission and 
reception of the signal. When the orbit altitude of the 
satellite is accurately known, the measured distance can be 
converted into information about the height of the terrain 
below the satellite. 
When the reflected energy is from the surface of a 
body of water, such as the ocean, then it is the sea surface 
topography that is measured. Figure B-1 shows the general 
arrangement of satellite altimetry. In the figure, h is the 
height of the satellite above the ellipsoid, hs is the height 
of the satellite above the surface of the ocean and 1/ is the 
deviation of the ocean surface from the geoid or the dynamic 
height. Repeat measurements of the same location in the ocean 
allows the time variability to be eliminated and the geoid 
directly determined. Brun's formula can then be used to 
determine the disturbing potential. (McAdoo and Marks 1992) 





Pigure B-1. Satellite Altimetry : N is the geoid undulation, 
'I the s.ea surface topography . hs the radar range and h the 
ellipsOl.d height of the satellite. 
APPENDIX C . MATHEMAT ICAL BASIS OF CALCULAT ION 
A. BRUN'S FORMULA 
On the geoid : 
(C-l) 
where WG is the potential of the ellipsoid at point G and TG 
is the anomalous potential at point G . (Figure C-ll 'Ile also 
have the relationships from the definition o f the normal 
ellipsoid . 
(C-2l 
which will al l ow us to derive Brun's forrr.ula . 
The potential of the ellipsoid, Uo displaced to the 
geoid is: 
where the partial derivative of Uo with respect to, r" is the 
gradient of the normal potential along the normal, n, to tr.e 
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ellipsoid . The gradient of the noonal potential is the same 
as the :lormal gravity, ")', g~ving: 
(C-4) 
Substituting into equation C·~, 
(C-5) 
and applying the relationship of equation C- 2 between the 
normal potential on the ell ipsoid and the true potential on 
the geoid gives: 
N=I 
Y 
which is Brun's formula. (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967) 
The Fundamental Equation of Geodesy 
~. General Form of the Fundamental Equation 
(C-6) 
In Figure C-~, g is gravity on the geoid and 'Y is the 




\~ = Wo 
Figure C· l. Brun's Formula: Relative position of surfaces 
and accelerations used in deriving Brun's formula; '( is the 
normal gravity, g observed gravity, N the geoid undulat ion . 
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the ang l e between g and y,the deflection of v e rtical, is kept 
smal l by proper determination of t he reference e l lipso:: 1 and 
can be neglected. 
Subs t ituting the magnitudes of the negative gradients 
of the potentials gives: 
( C-8) 
and then replacing the true potential by the sum of the model 
and perturbing potentials gives: 
(C-9) 
The vertical gradient can be repl aced by: 
(C-10) 
because the verticals of the geoid and el l ipsoid nearly 
coincide and the height, h, is measured along the vertical . 
Equation C-9 becomes; 
Substituting equation C- 4 into equation C- 10, we have 
!J.g '" ~)'N- ~T. (C-12) 
Now applying 3run's formu l a, C-6 and the fact t hat the 
vercical gradient of N is zero gives : 
(C-13) 
whicr. is the fundamental equation of physical g eodesy. 
(ibid . ) 
2 . Spherical form of the fundamer.tal equation 
The spherical approximations are: 
(C -14 ) 
y '" .2!:! 
r' 
(C -1S) 
where r is ::he radius vector to a point and r is the radius of 
a sphere chosen so ::hat it has the same GM as t:he reference 





(C - 16) 
(C - 17) 
C. STOKE'S FORMULA 
~. Derivation 
If equation C-~7 is multiplied by _r2 the :!:"esult is ; 
(C -18) 
Wi th the upward continuation of gravity (Dragomir et al. 1982) 
equation C-18 can be integrated with respect to r; 
(C- 19) 
where the limit of r2T goes to zero because the potential, T, 
goes to zero, external to all mass as r goes t o infinity. 
This gives the resu lt : 
(C- 20) 
Substitution of the equation for the upward cont inuation of 
gravity (Dragomir et al. 19 82) for.6.9 gives; 
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Where q is the spherical distance, r is the geocentric :::.-adius 
and R is the mean radius of t:he geoid. On the surface co: the 
geoid, r '" R and integrating with :::-espect to :::- gives: 
T( ¢l,)..) "~JIt..gS(ljI)dO (C -22) 
where T(</!,A) is the ano:nalous potential at geographic position 
(rf,,)..) on the geoid, .6.9 is the gravity anomaly in the element 
area do and S (1/.-) is the Stokes' Eunction: 
(C-23) 
The g eoid undulation at (</!, A) is then given by the 
substitution oE Brun's formula into equation C-23. 
N(¢!,)..) " 4:YMJ [.6. gS(ljI) do (C-24l 
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APPENDIX D. TERRAIN REDUCTION 
A. GENERAL 
The application of Stokes' fonnula is based on the 
assumption that a ll mass is interior to t he surface of t he 
geoid. The mathematical removal of the topography exterior to 
the geoid is the terrain reduction. Terrain reductions can be 
thought of as a two step process; first, the mathematical 
transfer of all masses to the interior of the geoid and 
second, movement of the gravity measurement from the physical 
surface of the earth to the surface of the geoid. These two 
s teps, together, make up the terrain reduction. There are 
many types of terrain reductions based on how they handle the 
problem of masses external to the geoid. A book on physical 
geodesy such as Bamford 1980, Heiskanen and Moritz 1967, 
should be consulted for an in depth analysis of t he various 
types of terrain reductions. 
The process of transferring the mass of the terrain from 
above the geoid to below the surface of the geoid changes the 
gravity potential of the geoid (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967). 
This change is called t h e indirect effect; and, depending on 
the method used , can be quite large, up to 100 meters for the 
Bouguer reduction. The indirect of Helmert reduction is 
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small, on the order of :.. m change in the geoid for 3000 m of 
average e l evation. This makes them desirable Eor use i::l 
calculating the geoid (Milbert 1991). The Helmert reduction 
is composed of the free-air correction a:ld the terrain 
correction. 
B. FREE - AIR REDUCTION 
The free-air reduc t ion corrects the gravity measurement, 
taken on the surface of the earth to the surface of the geoid. 
It ignores the der-sity of the intervening crustal material and 
is based solely on the vertical gradient of gravity and the 
elevation of t he gravity station. The free-air correction is 
given by a Taylor series expansion of the vertical gradient of 
gravity truncated at the first term: 
PAC=i!:rh iE - ll ar 
where h is the elevation of the gravity station. For surface 
gravity measurement, the gradient of gravity is considered a 
consta:1t over the range of station elevations: 
~ = 0.3086 m~l (E-2 ) 
givi::lg: 
PAC = O.3086h (E-3) 
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where h is in meters. (DMAAC 19B7) The free-air correction 
is positive for gravity stations above ~.sL because it is the 
effect of moving the gravity station closer to the center of 
the earth. 
Free-air anomalies are obtained by applying the free-air 
correction to the difference between the gravity observed at 
the gravi ty s tat ion and the normal gravity: 
where ~gFAA is the free-air anomaly, gobs is the observed 
gravity and 'Y is the nonnal gravi ty . 
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APPENDIX E. GEOID CALCULATION PROGRAMS 
FOURT - Cooley-Tukey FFT subroutine, included for rtr..AKSTO, 
RESGEO and FTC2 programs. 
FTC2 Terrain correction via FFT. Takes input of 
constant resolution gridded elevation data, 
calculates gravimetric terrain correction on grid 
and returns gridded terrain corrections in same 
grid size as input elevation grid. Does not use 
grid element of calculation point. 
GRD360 - Calculates the geoid undulations and gravity 
anomalies from global geopotential model. 
Recognizes OSU86, OSU89, OSU91 and JGM2 models. 
Subtracts the normal potential of the GRS80 
reference ellipsoid. Has options for resolution, 
area of coverage, number of degrees of spherical 
harmonic used. 
GTAPER - Tapers and pads standard grid using split cosine 
bell taper. Amount of tapering and padding is 
chosen interactively and is based on percentages 
of grid resolut ion and grid size. 
MAKSTO Calculates the Fourier transform of Stokes' 
function on an input grid of residual gravity 
anomalies. Skips grid element at calculation 
point by setting the kernel, Stokes' function, 
equal to zero. 
RESGEO Computes the residual geoid undu lations from the 
residual anomaly grid. Calculates t he undulation 
effect of the gravity anomaly of the grid element 
at the calculation point in the space domain. 
APPENDIX F . GPS SURVEY OF MONTEREY BAY SEA SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY 
A. I NTRODUCTION 
A Naval Postgraduate School oceanog raphic cruise was 
conducted Octobe r 26th through the 29th, 1993 aboard the R/V 
pc. Sur. On October 26th, a transect of the Mont erey Bay was 
conducted from north to south between the cities of Santa Cru z 
and Mont erey . See Figure F -1. The purpose of the transec t 
was to detennine the sea surface topography (SST ) using the 
NAVSTAR Global Positioning System. The actual sea surface 
height was detennined using GPS in differential mode with two 
ground reference stations . In this paper, SST is defined as 
the deviat ion of the sea surface from the geoid remaining 
after the GPS heights have been corrected for the i nverse 
barome tric effect, geoid undulations and tides_ 
The transect was oriented as close as possible to the 
imaginary line connect ing t he Santa Cruz and Monterey tide 
gauges _ The positions of the stat ions occupied by the Pt. Sur 
are shown in F i gure F-l as plus signs and the positions of t he 
two reference stations are tr iangles . The n umber of stations 
to be occupied was detennined by the time available to 
complete the transect a nd the des ired spacing . The position 













122 \oj' 121 W 
SC Santa Cruz. Pier 
NPS Naval Postgraduate School 
HLML Ho s s La nding Marine Laborartory 
Figure F · l . GPS Transect St.ations: Location of GPS stations 
occupied during the GPS Sea Surface Topography experiment. 
Plus signs indicate transect stations, triangles GPS base 
stations. 
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Monterey Submarine Canyon. The rest of the points were 
selected by evenly spacing them at approximately". 5 km around 
station five. 
During the transect, a small, unmanned boat was deployed 
from the Pt. Sur at each station. A GPS antenna was mounted 
on the small boat and connected to a GPS receiver on the Pt. 
Sur by a tow line and a 60 m low loss antenna cable. The 
combination of the antenna mounted on the small boat and the 
GPS receiver on the Pt. Sur will be referred to as the rover 
receiver. The GPS receiver calculated and recorded the three 
dimensional position of the antenna. Simultaneously, the 
ground reference stations recorded range corrections to be 
combined with the rover's solutions during post processing. 
The three GPS receivers utilized were Ashte c h -Z1 2 GPS 
receivers on loan from Ashtech Incorporated, Sunnyvale, 
California. 
BACKGROUND 
The actual sea surface, 71, can be modeled in simplified 
form as: 
1/ = tides ... geoid ... IBAR ... oclair-sea (F-l) 
where tides are the ocean tides, geoid is the geoid height at 
the station, IBAR is the inverse barometric effect and oc/air-
sea represents currents, wind waves, In the above 
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equation, the geoid is the only time invariant terrr. while the 
other terms are temporal in nature and represent forces · Ihich 
wil l cause the sea surface to deviate from the geoid. 
Assurlling that the geoid is known t.o high accuracy, the 
residual SST can be used t.o detect and study oceanic processes 
such as currents, eddies and up/down welling. Conversely, if 
the oceanographic phenomenon are known or removed t hrough time 
averaging the geoid can be studied. Rearranging t.he t.erms of 
equation F-l: 
oclair-sea ~ 1/ hi tide geoid (F-2) 
The oclair-sea term corresponds to the residual SST, 1/ is the 
height determined by GPS, tided heights caI:1e from the NOAA 
tide gauge on Monterey Municipal Wharf number two and the 
inverse barometric effect was calculated from pressure data 
collected by the Pt. Sur SAIL system. Local geoid undulations 
were computed from a regional geoid model, GEOrD93, (Milbert 




GPS three dimensional positions were recorded at 
second epoch. The rover receiver recorded data for 
approximately 15 20 minutes at each station by the rover 
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receiver. The collection time at station five was doubled to 
40 minutes. The two reference stations recorded contin~'ously 
during the experiment. The GPS data was processed using the 
Ashtech PNAV 2.0 -beta software. Following this processing, 
the data contained the GPS week time, the three- dimensional 
position of the rover antenna relative to the WGS84 reference 
ellipse, a formal error estimate for each data point, FooP, 
and the number of satellites used in the solution. The data 
was in two sets: one for the solutions calculated from the 
Monterey reference site and another from the Santa Cruz 
reference site. These sets were then further broken into 
individual data sets for each station of the transect. 
The GPS data was first edited to remove data points which 
were collected before the small boat was deployed. The next 
editing removed points where discontinuities in solution PDOP 
and/or the forma l error estimates occurred. These generally 
coincided with a change in the number of satellites being used 
in the solution. Last, the data outliers were edited by 
removing all points which were more than three standard 
deviations from the average vertical position for a station. 
This removed several spikes in the data but did not effect the 
average station vertical pOSitions above the 0.5 cm level. 
The station sea surface heights were calculated by taking 
the average heigt-.t of the best solution at the station, based 
on an examination of point-by-point differencing with an 
overlap of solutions at station five. To convert the GPS 
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heights to the North American Datum 1983 (NAD83) , 58.9 cm were 
subtracted from the WGS84 GPS height to correct for the local 
datum. Figure P-2 is a schematic of reference system 
adjustments required to get comparable heights. 
GEOID; 
To remove the effect of the geoid on the sea surface, the 
NGS GEOID93 was used. Geoid heights were determined using the 
geoid interpolation program which is part of the GEOID93 
software. Using latitude and longitude as inputs, the program 
results are given as geoid heights referenced to KADa3. The 
geoid height was calculated for each station from the 
station latitude and longitude. 
TIDES: 
Tidal effects were removed using the Monterey tidal record 
for the time period of the experiment. Tide records for 
Monterey were requested and received from NOAA. The data set 
contained time and tidal heights referenced to the tide 
gauges' staff zero. To adjust these values to tidal heights 
in the NAD83 reference, a common bench mark was found which 
was referenced in the tidal datum and also referenced in 
NAD83. One such bench mark was located for this project which 
was used to adjust the Monterey tides. The geQid height at 




Monterey Tidal Benchmark 
3.6 am 
Mean Lower Low Wa ter 
0.9 7m tides 
Monterey Staff Zero 
Pigure P·2. Local Datum Adjustments: Height adjustments made 
to measurements in GPS sea surface experiment. 
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INV3RSE BARQ:METRIC EFFECT! 
The effect of at:mospheric pressure differences 0-. sea 
level is called the inverse barometric effect:. As the name 
suggests, the water level reacts i nversely to tl'.e atmospheric 
pressure . For example, in t~e center of a high, the water 
level will be depressed and t he opposite will occur in a low 
pressure system. An extreme case is the severe low pressure 
system of a hurricane; then the effect is called a storm 
surge. The relationship between the air pressure and 
level is one em/mbar. The effect was calculated by t he 
following equation: 
I BAR .. - 0 .0:1 m/rrbar (station pressure - :101.3.3) (F - 3) 
Station pressure was measured by the Pt. Sur SAIL system. The 
value, 1013.3 mbar is the standard atmospheric pressure. This 
is by far the smallest correction with a maximum absolute 
value of only 5.5 (Pond and Pickard 1983) 
D. RESULTS: 
Figure F-3 is a plot of the residual SST, as defined by 
e quation 2. An ;:lntenna height of 46 cm has also been 
subtracted from the GPS heights in Table F - I. The antenna 
height was only crudely determined, ±4 em, because it was 
originally planned that the experiment would only attempt 






Figure F · 3 . GPS Sea Surface Topography: Monterey Bay GPS sea 
surface topography relative to NAD83. • and + indicate sea 
surface height with bars indicating the one sigma accuracy. 
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diamonds are the sea surface heights at each station with the 
hars indicating accuracy at one sigma. 
The one sigma value is for the accuracy of the mean sea 
level measurement. The accuracy of the antenna height 
determination is not contained in the plotted error of Figure 
F -3. The GPS measurements have an estimated accuracy of t hree 
centimeter based on the relative accuracy of t~e reference 
station positions. The mean error of the mean sea level was 
calculated by: 
(F-4) 
where (11) is the standard deviation of the GPS heights and N is 
the total number of points used to find the mean sea level at 
a s t ation. The total number of points is divided by three, 
which is the approximate number of points per swell period. 
Figure F·4 is the rela t ive sea surface across the bay. 
cm bias between the Monterey and Santa Cruz solutions has been 
removed by adding half to the Santa Cruz heights and 
subtracting half from the Monterey height.s. The bars indicate 
the accuracy calculated by equation 1'-4. The 3 cm error in 
the relative positioning of t.he base stations and the antenna 
height accuracy are no longer part. of the error because the 
plotted surface is relative only. The bias is believed to 
have been caused by relative ionospheric delays between the 
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Pigure F-4. Relative SST from GEOID93: The relative 
surface topography using GEOID93. • and + indicate sea 
surface height with bars indicating the one sigma accuracy . 
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two base stations which were not properly solved for in the 
process~ng . 
The relative difference between stations one and eight in 
Figure F - 3 is approximately 10 em . This would relate to an 
approximate geostrophic flow of 20 mls ou t of the bay . 
However, the currents from the Acoustic Doppler Current 
Profiler (ADCP) , did not show the presence of such a flow. 
(Figures F-5 and F - 6) These currents would actually cause a 
slope in the opposite direction in the northern half of the 
bay and no slope in the southern half. There is a lesser 
slope detected south of the canyon where the ADCP currents are 
more or less along the transec t; however, the overall slope 
does not appear to be the result of currents in the bay. 
The possibility of the slope being the result of wind 
stress was investigated by examining the wind conditions prior 
to and during the experiment . During that period, the winds 
were light and from the north - northwest (350o @5 kts) . These 
winds were not strong enou gh to cause a set - up and if they 
were, it would have been in the opposite direction of the 
observed slope. 
Since the currents and wind do not supply answers to the 
cause of the slope the author feels that some of the cause is 
the use of the Monterey tidal heights to model the tide along 
the entire >=ransect. While the accuracy of the tidal 
measure!l1ent a t the tide gauge is .;lccurate enough, using that 









Figure F - 5. Surface Currents: Surface currents from the Ft. 
Sur Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler during GPS transect. 
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se a ' 0 :0 
DistGnce f"":)r7': G?S# i 
Figure F-6". Currents: Currents at depth from Sur 
Acoust i c Doppler Current Profiler during GPS transect. 
situation, the slope then represents the error caused by 
assuming the tide is a level surface across the bay. The 
first step to confirm this would be to reference the Santa 
Cruz and Monterey tide gauges in a conunon datum and compare 
their tidal records. 
Verification of the local geoid should also be done in 
conjunction with the leveling of the tide gauges . This is the 
thesis research of the author and when complete the results 
will be reapplied to this experiment. 
E. SUMMARY 
This project used the method of kinematic differential GPS 
measure the near -shore sea surface topography to a 3 cm 
level of accuracy. Following corrections for the geoid, tide 
and atmospheric pressure the residual sea surface topography 
was a ccurate seven to B cm in an absolute frame and three to 
4 cm in a relative frame. A 10 cm relative slope across the 
bay was detected which did not appear to be linked with the 
currents in the bay or air -sea interactions. 
Follow on experiments using this technique should 
concentrate on observing varied tide phases to confirm the 
presence of the slope. If absolute measurements are required , 
finer determination of the rover antenna's height above the 
surface of the water will be needed. Experiments may also 
look into the range at which this technique can be used away 
from the shore and still get data of sufficient accuracy. 
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Table F - I is the data summary for the experiment. Column 
one 1s the station number. Column two is the distancE:' from 
che Santa Cn.!z base station in Kilometers . Columns three and 
four are the station data recording times, start and stop, 
respectively in GMT . Columns five and six are the mean 
station position. Column seven is che mean GPS height of the 
Santa Cruz solution . Column eight is the one sigma value for 
column seven as calculated by equation F-4. Column nine is 
the Monterey solutions for mean GPS height and column ten is 
their one sigma value . Column 11 is the Monterey tidal 
heights. Colum.'1 12 is the inverse barometric effect _ Column 
::..3 is the GEOID93 geoid heights . Al l heights, columns seven 
through ::"3, are given in meters referenced to NAn83. Colwnns 
seven and nine include the 46 cm antenna height which was 
subtracted for plotting Figu:::oes F - 3 and F - 4. 
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TABLE F-I GPS SEA SURFACE EXPERIMENT DATA 
StaSO ilOlI! DisSO ii!.ll c ~ Timel~2 "ii!.SO LlOlncr 
[kml [GMT} [GMT} [ ON} ["wI 
2.95 1 6.7778 1 7.1056 36. 9 380 122.0099 
7.43 1 7.5083 1 7.8006 36 8989 121.9 9 66 
12.19 18.2278 18.5967 36.8581 121.9800 
16.47 18.9494 19.2611 36.8188 121.9661 
21. 25 19.9317 20.5867 36.7802 12 1 .9498 
26.08 20.9667 21.3300 36 7373 121.9393 
30.76 21.7700 22 0789 36 6969 121.9243 
35.45 22.5550 22.9128 36 6576 121.9079 
.....!iflim GPSty~J Tide I BAR GEOID2~ 
[ml [ml [ml [ml [m l [ml [ml 
-31 66 0.014 000000 00000 0 . 87 -0 .055 -32.989 
-32 as 0. 0 19 000000 0 0 000 0 . 74 - 0.054 -33.226 
-32 50 0.017 -32.45 0.017 0 .54 - 0 052 - 33 .446 
- 32 90 0.019 - 32.85 0.022 0.35 - 0.049 - 33 641 
- 33 32 0.0 1 4 -33.29 0.017 0.07 -0.037 - 33.761 
- 33 58 0.022 -33.51 0.023 -0.10 - 0.031 - 33.849 
000000 00000 -33.60 0.021 -0 . 17 -0.026 - 33.865 
- 33.60 0.036 -33.54 0.017 - 0.15 - 0.027 - 33.818 
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APPENDIX G. MONTEREY BAY GEOID HEIGHTS 
(ref. GRSBO) 
36 . SON- 37. O~/122 . 2"W-121 . 7 "W 
~T LONG 
[d ..... N' [d .. y WJ ,., [de ... N' [de.,. W) 1m; 
37 .0000 -34..1187 
122 . 1S83 36 . 8750 122 .1 583 - 33.9307 
37.0000 122 . 1167 - 33.7671 
37.0000 122.0750 36.6750 122 . 0750 - 33.6350 
37 .0 000 - 33.5 234 
- 32 .5251 36.8750 -33 .4153 
37 . 0000 -32 .51 04. 36.8750 121.9500 - 33.307 3 
37.0000 36.8750 -33.2110 
37 .0 000 36.8750 121.8667 -33 . 1346 
37.0000 36 .8750 121.8250 -33. 0752 
37.0000 121. 783) 36.8 75 0 121.7833 -33.0078 
121.7417 -32.3103 )6.8750 121. 74.17 _3 2. 9076 
36.8750 121.7000 - 32.8132 
36 . 8333 12 2 . 2 0 00 - 34.4627 
36.8 )33 -34..2718 
3 6. 9583 36 .8333 122.1167 
36 .9 583 36 . 8333 1 22 .0 750 _ 33.9623 
122.033) 36.8333 122. 0333 - 33.8235 
121.9917 36.8333 - 33.6900 
36.8333 121 . 9500 - ]3.5566 
-3 2. 6857 
36 .9 583 - 32 .64.58 36.83 33 121.8250 
36 .9583 36 . 6 333 121.7833 _33 . 19 49 
36 . 8333 121. 7417 _33. 0853 
121.7000 36.8333 i2 1.7000 
36 .91 67 122.2000 
122 . 1583 -33.5865 122.1583 - "34 . 5997 
36 . 9167 -33.4223 -34 . 452 9 
36.9167 122.0750 36.7917 -H . 2979 
36.9167 - 33.1971 36.7911 - ).;.1313 
36 . 9167 -33.1129 36.1917 121 . 9917 - H . 9573 
121.9500 121 .9 500 -33.7780 
1 21 .9 06 J _33 .63 85 
36 . 9167 -1 2 .91 82 121.8667 _ ]3 . 5330 
-32.8642 121.8250 _ 3 ) .4 372 
36 . 9167 -h. 8059 _J3 . 3583 
36.9167 36.7917 121.7 4 17 




"I (dGg WI Iml {deg "I [d .. ." WI 1m] 
-35.0576 121.82.50 -)].1235 
-34.9053 36.6250 -33. &265 
122.1167 -34.7153 36.6250 121. 7417 -33.5472 
122.0750 -34.6015 121.7000 
]6.7500 122.0333 12 2.2 000 
36.7500 121.9917 -34.1837 122.1583 -35.7736 
121.9500 -33.9581 122.1167 -3S. S2Sl 
121.9083 -33.7972 122.0750 -35.2164 
36.7500 121.S661 
- 33.6822 36.5833 122.0333 -34.8530 
36.7500 121.8250 
-33 .5880 121.9917 -34 .4871 
121. 7813 -3Lan 121.9500 -H.l70a 
121. 7417 -33.3841 121.9083 
121.7000 -33.2593 36.5833 121.8667 - 33 .78 ;;7 
122.2000 -35.3512 36.5933 121.8250 - 3 3 . 66 .. ~1 
36.7083 122.1583 -35.1936 121.7833 
36.7083 122.1167 - 35.0395 36.5833 121.1417 - 33.4651 
36.5833 121.7000 _33.3921 
36.7083 
-34.57 08 36.5417 122.2000 - 35.9879 
36.7083 121.9917 
-34.3055 36.5417 122.1583 - 35.8024 
121.9500 
-34.0715 36.5417 122.1167 -35 .5 610 
36.7083 121.9083 
-33.9035 36.5417 122.0750 -35.2676 
36.7083 121.8667 - J].7855 36.54.17 122.0333 -34.9168 
)6.7083 121.8250 
-33.6921 36.5417 121.9917 _34.5508 
36.7083 121. 783.3 -33. 6038 36.5417 121.9500 -34.2125 
36.7083 121.7417 -33.4998 36.54.17 121.9083 -33.945 1 
36.7083 121.7000 
-33.3824 121.8667 -33 .7491 
36.6667 122.2000 
- 35.6139 )6 . 5417 121.8250 - 33.5810 
36.6667 122.1583 
-35.U<l9 36.5417 121. 7833 -33.4549 
36.6667 122.1167 
-35.2587 36.5417 121. 7417 - 33.3492 
122.0750 - 35.0051 121.7000 -]3 .2725 
- 34.6811 In.2000 -35.9406 36.6667 121.9917 
-34.1672 16.5000 122. 1583 -35.7663 36.6667 121.950 0 
-34.1225 36.5000 122.1167 -35.5466 36.6667 121.9083 
-33.9504 122.0750 -35.2809 36.6667 
-33.83 42 36.5000 122.0333 -34.9610 
121.8250 -]3. 1401 36.5000 121.9917 -34.6104 
- 33 .6502 121.9500 -34.2566 36.6667 121. 7411 -33.5611 36.5000 121.9083 _13.9195 36.6667 121.1000 
- 33.4656 36.5000 121.8667 -13.6471 36.6250 122.2000 
- 35.8255 36.5000 121.8250 -33.4495 36.6250 122.1583 
-35.6522 36.5000 121.7833 _33.1 294 
122.1167 
- 35.4257 121.7417 -33.2496 36.6250 
-35 .1289 121. 7000 36.6250 
-34.7751 
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